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7/22/201 
of 5 Case: Patrick Owen 
Defendant: Kirk 
Date Code User 
9/5/2012 NCRF WHITE New Case Filed - Roger E. Cockerille 
PROS WHITE Prosecutor assigned Boise County Prosecutor Roger E. Cockerille 
CRCO WHITE Criminal Complaint Roger E. Cockerille 
9/6/2012 HRSC WHITE Hearing Scheduled (Arraignment 10/15/2012 Roger E. Cockerille 
09:30 AM) DUI 
open cont. 
fail to reg 
fail to maintain ins. 
SMIS WHITE Summons Issued Roger E. Cockerille 
10/16/2012 ARRN WHITE Hearing result for Arraignment scheduled on Roger E. Cockerille 
10/15/2012 09:30 AM: Arraignment/ First 
Appearance DUI 
open cont. 
fail to reg 
fail to maintain ins. 
HRSC WHITE Hearing Scheduled (Preliminary 12/10/2012 Roger E. Cockerille 
11 :00 AM) DUI 
Poss of Open container 
Failure to reg. 
Failure to maintian ins. 
SRDC WHITE Statement Of Defendant's Rights in DUI or E. Cockerille 
Case 
WAIV WHITE Waiver Of Speedy ( extended prelim until dee.) Roger E. Cockerille 
10/23/2012 RTSR TETZLOFF Return Of Service - Subpoena Served To Roger E. Cockerille 
James Howard Kaczmarek 
1/7/2012 RTSR TETZLOFF Return Of Service - Subpoena Served To Robert Roger E. Cockerille 
Tatilian 
12/10/2012 CONT WHITE Continued (Preliminary 01/28/2013 11 :00 AM) Roger E. Cockerille 
DUI 
Poss of Open container 
Failure to reg. 
Failure to maintian ins. 
1/14/2013 REQT WHITE Request Roger E. Cockerille 
1/16/2013 REQT WHITE Request - Denied Roger E. Cockerille 
1/28/2013 CONT WHITE Continued (Preliminary 02/04/2013 11 :00 AM) Roger E. Cockerille 
DUI 
Poss of Open container 
Failure to reg. 
Failure to maintian ins. 
ORPD WHITE Defendant: Charlson, Kirk Murray Order Roger E. Cockerille 
Appointing Public Defender Public defender David 
Smethers 
3 CONT WHITE Continued 02/25/2013 11 :00 E. Cockeriile 
DUI 
Poss of Open container 
Failure to reg. 
Judicial User: 
1 ROA 
2 of Case: CR-2012-0001701 Current Patrick Owen 
Defendant: 
of 
Date Code User 
2i5/2013 RPTD WHITE Response To Discovery Roger E. Cockerille 
RQFD WHITE Request For Discovery Roger E. Cockerille 
2/25/2013 SOUN LONDON Hearing result for Preliminary scheduled on Roger E. Cockerille 
02/25/2013 11 :00 AM: Bound Over (after 
DUI 
Poss of Open container 
Failure to reg. 
Failure to maintian ins. 
CHJG LONDON Change Assigned Judge Patrick Owen 
COMM LONDON Commitment Roger E. Cockerille 
INFO LONDON Information Patrick Owen 
HRSC LONDON Hearing Scheduled (Arraignment 03/14/2013 Patrick Owen 
10:00 AM) 
2/26/2013 RQFD LONDON Specific Request For Patrick Owen 
2/28/2013 RPTD LONDON State's First Supplemental Response To Patrick Owen 
Discovery 
3/14/2013 ARRN LONDON Hearing result for Arraignment scheduled on Patrick Owen 
03/14/2013 10:00 AM: Arraignment / First 
Appearance 
3/21/2013 HRSC LONDON Hearing Scheduled Conference Patrick Owen 
05/09/2013 11 :00 AM) 
HRSC LONDON Hearing Scheduled Trial 06/20/2013 09:00 Patrick Owen 
AM) 
4/18/2013 ORDR LONDON Scheduling Order Patrick Owen 
5/6/2013 RPTD WHITE States Second Supplemental Response To Patrick Owen 
Discovery 
5/9/2013 WAIV LONDON Waiver Of Speedy Trial Patrick Owen 
HRVC LONDON Hearing result for Jury Trial scheduled on Patrick Owen 
06/20/2013 09:00 AM: Hearing Vacated 
INHD LONDON Hearing result for Pretrial Conference scheduled Patrick Owen 
on 05/09/2013 11 :00 AM: Interim Hearing Held 
0/2013 WITN LONDON State's Witness and Exhibit List Patrick Owen 
HRSC LONDON Hearing Scheduled (Motion 06/13/2013 10:00 Patrick Owen 
AM) 
5/21/2013 MOTN LONDON Motion to Suppress Results of Blood Draw Patrick Owen 
Document sealed 
MEMO LONDON Memorandum in Support of Motion to Patrick Owen 
Results of Blood Draw 
3 RTSR LONDON Return Of Patrick Owen 
6/6/2013 OBJE PETERSON States Objection To Defendants Motion to Patrick Owen 
Suppress 
6/1 3 HRHD LONDON Hearing result for Motion scheduled on Patrick Owen 
06/13/2013 10:00 AM: Held 
PETERSON 
3 Case: CR-2012-0001701 Current Patrick Owen 
Defendant: Kirk 
Date Code User 
6/14/2013 HRSC LONDON Hearing Scheduled (Motion 07/11/2013 10:00 Patrick Owen 
AM) 
7/8/2013 MISC LONDON Closing Argument and Decision in Support of Patrick Owen 
Defendant's Motion to Suppress Blood Draw 
7/11/2013 CONT LONDON Continued (Motion 08/08/2013 10:00 AM) Patrick Owen 
7/19/2013 MEMO LONDON Memorandum Decision and Order Re: Motion to Patrick Owen 
Suppress 
8/28/2013 FTAH LONDON Hearing result for Motion scheduled on Patrick Owen 
08/08/2013 10:00 AM: Failure To Appear For 
Hearing Or Trial 
HRSC LONDON Hearing Scheduled (Hearing Scheduled Patrick Owen 
09/12/2013 10:00 AM) Voluntary appearance 
9/12/2013 HRHD LONDON Hearing result for Hearing Scheduled scheduled Patrick Owen 
on 09/12/2013 10:00 AM: Hearing Held 
Voluntary appearance 
HRSC LONDON Hearing Scheduled (Pretrial Conference Patrick Owen 
12/12/2013 10:00 AM) 
HRSC LONDON Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 01/02/2014 09:00 Patrick Owen 
AM) 
9/16/2013 WITN LONDON Defendant's Witness and Exhibit List Patrick Owen 
9/30/2013 PETERSON Scheduling Order Patrick Owen 
0/4/2013 RETN AUBREY Return Of Service-B. Glenn Patrick Owen 
RETN AUBREY Return Of Service- R. Tatilian Patrick Owen 
RETN AUBREY Return Of Service-J. Kaczmarek Patrick Owen 
RETN AUBREY Not Found Return Of Service- Gary R Jr Patrick Owen 
0/10/2013 INFO WHITE Amended Information Patrick Owen 
0/14/2013 RETN AUBREY Personal Return Of Service-Carter Duke Patrick Owen 
10/16/2013 RETN AUBREY Return Of Service-James T Baldwin Patrick Owen 
RETN AUBREY Return Of Service- Melissa K Seibel Patrick Owen 
RPTD AUBREY States Third Supplemental Response To Patrick Owen 
Discovery 
0/17/2013 RPTD LONDON Response To Discovery Patrick Owen 
12/12/2013 INHD LONDON Hearing result for Pretrial Conference scheduled Patrick Owen 
on 12/12/2013 10:00 AM: Interim Hearing Heid 
/2/2014 JTST LONDON Hearing result for Jury Trial scheduled on Patrick Owen 
01/02/2014 09:00 AM: Jury Trial Started 
JRYI LONDON Jury Instructions Patrick Owen 
FOGT LONDON Found Guilty After Trial (I 8-8004 Patrick Owen 
Under the lnfluence-(Third or Subsequent 
Offense)) 




4 of 5 Case: CR-2012-0001701 Current Patrick Owen 
Defendant: Kirk 
State 
Date Code User 
1/2/2014 VERD LONDON Verdict Form for Operating a Motior Vehicle While Patrick Owen 
Under the Influence of Alcohol 
VERD LONDON Verdict Form for Failure to Maintain Insurance Patrick Owen 
1/3/2014 HRSC LONDON Hearing Scheduled (Sentencing 03/13/2014 Patrick Owen 
10:00 AM) 
3/13/2014 SENT LONDON Hearing result for Sentencing scheduled on Patrick Owen 
03/13/2014 10:00 AM: Sentencing 
WHJD LONDON Withheld Judgment Entered (118-8004 {F} Driving Patrick Owen 
Under the lnfluence-(Third or Subsequent 
Offense)) 
SNIC LONDON Sentenced To Incarceration (118-8004 {F} Driving Patrick Owen 
Under the lnfluence-(Third or Subsequent 
Offense)) Confinement terms: Jail: 30 days. 
Discretionary: 15 days. 
PROB LONDON Probation Ordered 8-8004 {F} Driving Under Patrick Owen 
the lnfluence-(Third or Subsequent Offense)) 
Probation term: 3 years O months O days. 
(Supervised) 
SNPF LONDON Sentenced To Pay Fine 1270.50 charge: 118-8004 Patrick Owen 
{F} Driving Under the lnfluence-(Third or 
Subsequent Offense) 
3/17/2014 RESO LONDON Restitution Ordered 100.00 victim# 1 Patrick Owen 
8/2014 ORDR LONDON Order Withholding Judgment and Order of Patrick Owen 
Probation and Commitment 
MOTN LONDON Motion to Dismiss Patrick Owen 
ORDR LONDON Order to Dismiss Patrick Owen 
/2014 NOTA LONDON NOTICE OF APPEAL Patrick Owen 
MOTN LONDON Motion for Appointment of State Public Defender Patrick Owen 
and Waiver of Fees Based on Indigence 
HRSC LONDON Hearing Scheduled (Motion 04/10/2014 10:00 Patrick Owen 
AM) Motion for Public Defender on Appeal 
LONDON Notice Of Hearing Patrick Owen 
0/2014 ORDR LONDON Order Appointing The State Public Defender; Patrick Owen 
Order Waiving Costs and Fees on Appeal 
1/2014 HRHD LONDON Hearing result for Motion scheduled on Patrick Owen 
04/10/2014 10:00 AM: Hearing Held Motion for 
Public Defender on Appeal 
PETERSON Affidavit And Notice Of Failure To Pay- Overdue - Patrick Owen 
Step 1, Failure to Pay Fines and Fees - Charge# 
1, Driving Under the lnf!uence-(Third or 
Appearance date: 
6/16/2014 
PETERSON Clerk's Of Patrick 
5 Case: CR-2012-0001 Patrick Owen 
Kirk 
Code User 
6/11/20 4 TAXN LONDON Tax NOTICE OF STATE INCOME TAX Patrick Owen 
WITHHOLDING 
AND DIVERSION OF FUNDS TO THE ABOVE 
COURT TO PAY 
A DELINQUENT DEBT 
6/2014 ORDR PETERSON Order Re: Amended Notice of Patrick Owen 





THE STATE OF 
OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 

















----~=='c.!:..__ ____ ___,_ ) 
FOR COUNTY OF 
Case No. CR 2012-00 frO / 
C01\1PLAINT 
PERSONALLY APPEARED before me 
20 IAN ROSENTI-I.A.L, Prosecuting Attorney/Deputy Prosecuti..11g Attorney, 
the County of Boise, State of Idaho, who, being sworn, and says 
the Defendant, KIRK 1\1. CHARLSON, on or about the 11th day of June, 2012, in the 
County of Boise, State of Idaho, did then and there commit the crime( s) against the people 
State 
That the Defendant, KIRK on or about the 1 June, 
a black in the County of Boise, State of Idaho, did drive a motor 
Yamaha motorcycle, bearing Idaho State License number 1v1I'v1Xl 1 
Highway 52, milepost 54, while under the influence of and/or an 
alcohol concentration of .08 or more, to-wit: approximately 102, as shown by an 
analysis of his blood, while having pled guilty to or having been found guilty of at least 
two violations of I. C. § 18-8004 or substantially conforming statute of another jurisdiction 
within the previous ten years. 
COlJNTII 
POSSESSION OF AN OPEN CONTAINER 
IN A MOTOR VEHICLE 
Idaho Code §23-505, Misdemeanor 
That Defendant, KIRK CHARLSON, on or about 
2012, in the County ofBoise, State of Idaho, did willfully and 
open contaiirer of beer in a motor vehicle located or being 
52, milepost 54. 
CO[J1'1T 
FAILURE TO REGISTER 




That the Defendant, KIRK M. CHA.RLSON, on or about the l day June, 2012, :in 
the County of Boise, State of Idaho, did operate a motor vehicle, to-wit: a black Yamaha 
motorcycle bear:ing Idaho License number l'vfMXl 18, at or about State Highway 52, 
milepost 54, while he did not have in his possession or h'1 the a valid registration 
for 
COUNT IV 
FAILURE TO MAINTA.IN INSURANCE 
Idaho Code §49-1229, Infraction 
That the Defendant, KIRK CHARLSON, on or 
of of Idaho, 
a black Yamaha motorcycle bearing Idaho License 
54, and failed to 
AJI is contrary to form, force and effect the in such case, 
a_rid against the peace and dignity of the State ofidaho. 
Complainant that a Summons 
and that he be dealt 
12. 
MAGISTRATE 
I 9:33:37 AM jArraignment CR-
I i201 State 
i )Idaho v 
1 !Charlson-
11
1 f E 
! Dpty Prosecutor 
: Rosenthal -
l .......................................... 1.~::.:.t.~.~.'.~: ................................. --1. .......................................................................................................................................................................................... .J 
I 9:33:48 AM )udge Rights (yes) Felony You have filled out an app. for PD and l 
/ ' (~h~s show~ me that you are no~ q~alrfied for one. due to the I 
pnro on this sheet, sorry so I will give you more time to shop l 
!around .... 11/5/2012@ 11 : 00 Am Complaint should have I 
1 
, jbeen provided to you with the summons i 
i:_ 9: 38.: 52. AM J Def_····-······-·-·-··· _ ·-····J yes··········--·· ·······----········----·············-·· ·····-···········-·-········----· ········--·-II 
i 9:38:55 AM :Judge Hf you can not read then, I can read that to you Q's 
[:9: 39::17: AM ::r Def ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::1 no:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.::: .. :.::.:::::::::::::: .......... :::: .. :::::::::::: ...... :.::::::::::::::::::::.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::l 
j 9:39:20 AM !Judge !excuse you at this time and see you on Nov. 5th 2012 i 
I , , l 
r···e:·3g·j-§'"i~Krl t5er·············································-···········l-;vfocf·-rss·u·es···a·ri-a··ha·v,ng···s·ug·;;·;:y···o·n···1he···faffi················································· .. ········II 
r···g)icFffAivf)ucige····················································jcro·n·eiTn···~i"n .. hr·:····fo .. hiive ... if"in.frie··2T··,fo"y"s .. "it\~·o·u·r···;:rgTiE:·:·:·························· 
I I !~an ask me to com~ in Rosenthal no ?bjections ... Waive my. 
I j l~'t~o a speedy tnal ( def) see you 1n Dec 10th 2012@ j 
' l 
FOlJRT 







have the right to 
poor unable to 
have foe 
expense to you. 
make ca..11 be used agamst 
rn attorney represent at stages of proceedmgs; if are 
2re to a cow---t-appomted attorney at expeme. 
to the 
4. You have the right to or questions of any testifies 
cannot be compelled to testify and your silence will not be used against 
5. You may enter a plea or not guilty at this or request a continuance order to consult 
your attorney as to the plea. 
6. you plead NOT the Court v.ill set a trial 
7. If you plead GDIL TY the Court set a date for sentencing. to the sentencing you be 
8. 
required to undergo, at your expense, an alcohol evaluation which be considered by the court 
detennining the appropriate sentence. sentencmg you will be allowed to make a statement by 
way of explanation or mitigation. 







of $1 and a suspension your 
3 0 days absolutely no driving privileges 
For a second DUI offense (within a year period) - at least 10 days but not more than 
one year jail; a fine of $2,000.00; rnd a suspension your driving privileges for one year 
after your release from jail absolutely no driving pri~Jeges may be granted. 
For a third DlJI offense (v.itb.in a year period) - a felony; a sentence to the State Board 
of Corrections for up to years; a $5,000.00 fme; and a suspension of your 
privileges for at least one year not more than years a..-Fter release from imprisonment; 
durmg which time absolutely no driving privileges may be granted. 
9. If you plead guilty or are found guilty, a record of be sent to State 
Department of Law Enforcement and becomes part of your record. Tnere is a :rai-iic 
violation point system and the accumulation points may lead to a suspension of your driving 
privileges if the Court has not already done so. 
I acknowledge that I have read statement and understand its contents. 
11 :06: 17 AM/ Preliminary Hearing 
I 
!CR-2012-1701 State 
l of Idaho v Kirk Murray! 
· !Charlson - Judge 
l Roger E Cockerille - i 
/Dpty Pros. Jay ; 
i Rosentha!- Def David I 
!Smethers- Clerk Kelly! 
68-COU RTROOM 
. !White l l 
I 
; ; ' 
r ........................................... i ........................................................................ 1 ....................................................................................................................................................................................................... 1 
111 :06:24 AM/Judge ii notice you are here with out atty. a l 
r 
............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ l 
11:06:52 AM[Def lwant to ask for some more time... . l 
t 11 :07:28 AfvPRosenthal : j 
1 12 1 of 1 
68-COURTROOivl 
11:05:53 AM/Preliminary Hearing !.Present . 
!CR-2012-1701 State 1' 
!of Idaho v Kirk 
/Charlson - Judge ; 
i Roger E Cockerille - l.; 
i Dpty Pros Jay , 
i Rosenthal - Def David! I 
i Smethers - Clerk l 
: Kelly White I 
, ................... , ..... , ............... ,: ...... ,, ..... ,, ..... ,, ............. , .................................... ' .......... ,, ............................................... , .................................................................. , ................. , ..... , ............. ,, ................... , ............. 1 
11 : 06: 04 AM :Judge : wrote letter and that he had only saved so much money.. .. l 
r ........................................... L ...................................................................... L ............................................................................................................................................ ......................................................... j 
111 06 ~~ '.°cfv1J~~f __ __ __ jh~-~~I~ ~~ ~?~Id ?o )!f ~~3 __ _ _ . . j 
I 1I~~t~i~~g_e_ · -J:7i~g1\'.,\~/~M6.f b*ii~"n~itfyyou Wiienwecanestabiiis"h i 
I
· 11 :07:39 AM!Judge !medic~I bills ~iven th_at you h~ve so much in 1:1edical ~ills · ..... 
: :and with that info I will reconsider my and assign David 
I i jSmehters ..... we can not delay case .... given as much time as1 
' ' ' Id 'bl d ! · 1 :we cou poss1 e o... 1 
.......................................... i ....................................................................... L ....................................................................................................................................................................................................... j 
11 :09:36 AM! - jsign and 2/4/2013@ 11 :00 thanks j 
11 :09:48 AMf Judge rPlease give him a copy of this letter appointing a PD thanks ' 
f ........................................ ...! ....................................................................... ,: .................................................................. ........................................... , .................. , ........................................................... , ... , .... ,. 
111 : 10: 35 AM : : End , 












IT IS HEREBY ORDERED AS FOLLOWS 
I i -Case No. 
ORDERA.PPOINTTh!G PlJ13LIC DEFENTIER 
A.11'.ID ORDERFORDISCOVERY 
David Smethers 
1000 S. Roosevelt st 
Boise, Idaho 83705 
208-336-0212 
is appointed to represent t..'!Je defendant in the above-entitled action. 
Defendant shall contact the Public Defender Within 72 hours to schedule an appointment Prior to 
appointment, defenda..."1.t shall fill out the Public Defender's Form and, if in custody, the Bail 
Information Sheet. Defendant shall provide his attorney "With his current address and telephone, 
contact and notify his attorney of any address and/ or telephone cha..."1.§;es. Defendant shall attend all 
scheduled appointments With the firm. It is the defendant's responsibility to obtain his mail and to 
maintaL."1. contact With his attorney. 
Defendant shall reimburse Boise County for his Court appointed attorney at the rate of$ 
per month. Reimbursement fees included in judgment. 
The Prosecuting Attorney shall disclose to defense attorney the disclosure of evidence and material 
required by I.C.R. Rule 16. informatio e disclosed ·within 14 days of t.11is Order and shall be 
made "Without ,v~itten request by defens atto ney. '7v ( J 
DATED fuis~ day of ____ _,__--1--"'---~--'-+-----,---
ORDER APPOIN'ffiiG PUBLIC DEFENDER / ORDER FOR DISCOVERY 
GB-COURTROOM 
11 :03:02 AM!Preliminary Hearing !Present 
)CR-2012-1701 State: 
iof Idaho v Kirk : 
!Charlson - Judge : 
l Roger E Cockerille - i ; 
i Dpty Pros Jay · l,i 
! Rosenthal - Def 
lfi ::.vi.j Smethers -
Cierk Kelly White ! 
I 
·-······························"········: ·····························································*-••••••,: ................................................................. _ ..............................................................••..•.........•...........•.•••••••..•••••.................•.....•••..•.. ~ 
11 :03:09 AM!Judge l I 
11: 03: 15 AM j Smethers j reque~t for cont. and did not receive discovery and need l 
: :more time ... .. 2/25/2013@ 11 am l 
11 :04:55 AMi Ju:lge 1 
2/4/20 13 
cQ I 
1 of 1 
6B-COURTR00tv1 
11 :25: 19 AM! Preliminary Hearing 
!CR-2012-1701 State !,!. 
i of Idaho v Kirk 
!Charlson - Judge t 
i Roger E Cockerille - j 
i Dpty Pros Ian Gee- 1 
! Def David Smethers - i I 
)Clerk Kelly White ' I 
r1··r2s:·26 .. AMf 3udge ............... ...... ....... .. ................. I.ready .................. ......... ................ .............................................................. .. .. ....................................................... , 
r·fl-·:·2s:·s·1 ... AM.j Gee ........................................ .................. i ·afro.wcf.p°ifors .............................................................................................................................................................. , 
[Tf:.;iif31 .. Ar~·1 smethers ......................................... l evde·ri-hearing .. t'a ... pre.sent"fri'e.se··we ... wo.ui'cf're·q·u·e~x·:·:·:·: ........................... ! 
1_1 _1 _:_26:56 .. AM jJudge ................................................. i Gee ......................................................................... ..................................................................................................... ] 
l}J!Ji!::i~::E~:/:~;f:?::::::::::::~::::::~::::::::::::::::::::::::::lf;Q(~~1::::?~:~~=:::?:'.:'.:'.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::I 
f 
11 :27:20 AM1Clerk !Swears in officer.... I ........................................... ' ........................................................................ ' ....................................................................................................................................................................................................... ! 
11 :27:42 AM/Gee /Robert Tatilian... ! Tr·:is":cicfAfvf: smethe.rs ...................... ................. i sfri:i .. fo ... q.ua'i,ti'cat'i'ori .......................................................................................................................................... ! 
.......................................... ; ........................................................................ ; ....................................................................................................................................................................................................... ; 
11 :28:08 AM/Gee/ Tatilian (Direct examination.. .. . ! 
11 :29:00 AMismethers iobjection .... witness ! 
f iT-1~f 1gif r~J!rt,,~:~-=::::i~tf t~~tt~*~i-~~~~~:::==-::::::===: =====:-~- -_:=:i 
l 11:29:58 AMiGee / Tatilian lstate will give in record .... Direct examination · .. l 
f ]{~~ }}t~i Jfi'a:~~e_~s- -- -- -- -i 6~t~11,/:~~~1'w'er --- ---- -- --- -- -___ c__ -- - ---1 
:~~ ~ :'..~~'.::-::~!~:::er:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~::::::::::! :;r!i:;: he·:_has·:_identified :: and:: continue::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::! 
1
11 :31 :09 AMjGee/ Tatilian /did you make identification yes ..... DL ... i 
r ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ j 
! 11 :36:23 AM/Smethers )object to proper foundation 
r 
.......................................... ; ......................................................................... : ....................................................................................................................................................................... ............................... J 
11 :36:37 AM!Gee / Tati!ian !officer testified to that.. .. can ask follow up responsive.... f 
r .......................................... .L ....................................................................... L .............. ....................................................................................................................................................................................... J 
[' -~--~ -:-~; '. ;~ .. ;~ / ~u:;~ rafii'itan ........................... ~~~~: ~~;;~6·.·;sk .. foi.iow ... u.p .. ·q·u·esfro·n·s·:·:·: .. w¥e .. i·o·c ... ci'e·vrc·e ... a.n,T' ...... .....  I lsuch .. .Direct examination .. .. 
[.1 .. 1_:_39:55 .. AM!Smethers ........................................ Jrelevance ... ... also._. ..................................................................................................................................... .. 
j 11 :40:40 AM!Gee jobviously reievance is to decide weather or not to bind this 
r
. ·rf:·:f1 .. ·:·4;f;,:;~·buage .................................................... t :~~:-i-~~=~-~- -~.ncra·verru1e .. and ... a'ii'a·w .. answer·fo··sia·ri·ci"'foi.'ihat'· .. ·· 
: :reason 
f; ;,.:~~~,,:; 1~::{11:~wian_ - --/ c~:;;~~~ire;\ e:;;~~;~;~~ons-and--hersayruie-anasuch :-1 
: : 
2/25/2013 1 of 3 
! 11 :44: 17 AM Judge (review 5.1 before making my ruiing .... .wording rule is as 
I ' 
J i [quote .... disagree with defense as to how rule reads and 
I I 1objection is answer 
1 .......................................... 1 ...................................................................... ..i ...................................................................................................................................................................................................... 1 
f 
11 :46:29 AM!Gee / )Cont. Direct examination . . enter Exhibit bac report : 
' ' l / /blood draw,,, and name l 
........................................... ~ ........................................................................ ?'''"""'""""'""'"'*""'"'""'""'"'"''*"""""''""'""'""""""""""""""''""'"""'"""""'"""'""""'"'"'""''"""""'"'""""''''""""''"""""""""'"""'''""'""""""""''"""""""'""""'""""""""'""'"""""""""""~· .. ·"g 
111 :48: 13 AM j Smethers ! ff co~rt accepts into evidence then it speaks for it self.... I 
, 1 1hers_y.... , 1T1":.4EF4T"JCKif i GeeTrafriian .............................. i L60RiKicfto-"i~iy-·toun·aat'i'on:··.--.--....................................................................................................... I 
r1··1:4§:1i§'P::i~ll 3ucig·e .................................................... l.re.porf·fi-;ii··;:;-ciT5ee·;,· .. ad'Fri'iffed---~in.cfwiTi .. aiTow .. y·c;-u·--tci·--;;-c;-;,'f .. ancf···i 
I j f overruied and noted I 
f :~::~:i:1:~)~::~~~:I9.~~:?::!~~i:\I~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::1~:~:~(::~1.r.~:~(~~~~i~:~:!1:?.:~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::1 
, 11 :50:45 AM/Smethers !objection and hersay ; .......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... .. 
111 :50:58 Al\{Gee I Tatilitan /continue Direct examination .. .. 1T1--:·sT:"s:fAivi'fsrrietFi·;;·;:s ......................................... freTe.vance ..................................................................................................................................................................... .. 
~:~::~::~:~:~::~:~:::~:0.I?~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::r:~:?.~~::(?.:::~:~:~:~!(:f.~:!~::~:~:~~~~~L:::!~~::~:~9.~::~~:~~:~~~:~~:;:;:::::::::::::::::~::::::::::::::::j 
f -~--~--~-~~i-~}~~-f i~itfi'e'rs ........................................... ~.~-f s!Z./2-~!.!Jriia·l~-;l~~--~:.~.?..'..9 ... ~!~~~-~---:~~1-~i~ .. ~-?. ............................................ , 
~•••••••••-•••••••••••••--•-••••••••••••••+"•••••••••.a••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••><•••••••••+•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••n•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••-••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••"'""""""""""""""""""""""""""""'""'""""""""""'"""'"'! 
j 11 :53:28 AMjGee jprepared to lay foundation with states exhibit# 1 cert of prior I 
f 
i /DUI convicitons f I 
11 :54:08 AM!Judge !foundational Q's to that..... 1 L .......................................... · ........................................................................ · ....................................................................................................................................................................................................... , H .. ~ .. i~1}: .. 1~1Jtage .................................................... f-~~-e~-~~!-i-~-~-:.:.:.:.: ..................................................................................................................................................... , 
( ........................................... ; ........................................................................ ; ....................................................................................................................................................................................................... j 
l11:54:34AM1Smethers :object.... I 
~ .......................................... ' ........................................................................ ' ......... , ... - ....................................................................................................................................................................................... 1 
j 11:55:10 AM)udge /State is fixing it and marking them sepreatly j 
r ........................................... ; ........................................................................ ; ....................................................................................................................................................................................................... l 
111 :55:48 AMjGee / Tatiltan !Exhibits 1 and 3 handed to witness ... Direct examination... j 
f 
........................................... L ...................................................................... l.. ..................................................................................................................................................................................................... , 
1
11 :59:21 AM !Smethers /relevance and hersay..... l f'fr·s~FI;(Afvffsee'7 .. tatffiari ............................ ffo ... iay .. to·u·;:i',iatia·n·:·:·:·:·: ...................................................................................................................................... i 
· .......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... J 
111 :59:43 AM (Judge :will let you ask who and what.... the evidence if l 
I I !admitted it will speak for its self and will overrule.... I 
' ........................................... t ........................................................................ t ....................................................................................................................................................................................................... j 
[12:00:17 PM!Gee / Tatilian \cont Direct examination ! 
•••••••••••••••····•·-··•••••••••••-••··••••••••••••••••••••••••••••w. ............................................ + •. -•. ••-··•·•··· ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••-·••••••••••••••••••••••,.••••II 
/ 12:02:46 PM :Smethers !question witness .... j 
f••••••••••••••••••••>•••••••••>••••n•••••••-••••••>&H••••••••••••••••••••••••>•••••••>>OO•>>>•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••>o••>>•0>>>•••••••••••••••••••-•••••••••••••••••••••••0>><••••••<0>»ooo.>0>0-••»••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••-•••o>'•>OO>o>~ 
I 12:02:58 PM !Smethers :this is all hersay.. ... l !" ......................................... + ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ ! 
112:03:15 PM/Gee ;State i 
r
! ........................................... .;. •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• .;. ....................................................................................................................................................................................................... • 
1
12:04:13 PM)udge (5.1 reads and hersay objection is overruled.... l , ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................... _ ............................................................................................. ! 
l~;;;;:;~;q:;~~;~~=:::---:=iiii;;;ir;~ii!~ii~;;;;~:~~;;n:~~~:p:~;::~J 
112:05:47 PM jSmehters !objection foundatino and hersay.... ... . I 
/ 12:06:01 PMiJudge · /admit the judgement into the record ... and are admitted a ! 
I ! ! l 
~ .......................................... L ...................................................................... L. ................................................................................................................................................................................................... J 
112:06:15 PM/Gee /Tatilian !one moment ! 
~ .................................. ~ ........ o, ........................................................................ 9 ...................................................................................................................................................................................................... ,3 
I 12:06:55 PMlSmethers / Tatilian [Cross examination . _ l 
13 2 3 
1 
reasons 
am not weight to life loc .... l am convinced that 
has been a felony comitted and I will bind him over 
4/2013 @ 10 in front of Judge Owen ..... committent 
paperwork thanks over to Judge Owen 
Box 1 














Case No. CR-2012-01701 
COMMI ME T 
THE ABOVE NAMED DEFE1'-rn~~' KIRK M. 
efore this Court for a Preliminary Examination on 
(waived 
_t_5_ day of 
i·'1 th ____.....-~---' 20 _!__z_, on a charge that the Defendant on or about t1e 11 day 
12, in the County of Boise, State of Idaho, did commit the COUNT I, 
OPERATING A MOTOR VEIDCLE WHILE ThTFLUENCE OF 
ALCOHOL M-ro/OR DRUGS (TIDRD OFFENSE \VITHIN 10 YEARS), Idaho 
Code §18-8004, §18-8005(6), Felony, COUNT II, POSSESSION OF ~~ OPEN 
CONTAINER OF ALCOHOL IN MOTOR VEIDCLE, Idaho Code §23-505, 
Misdemeanor, COlJNT III, FAILURE TO REGISTER CAR, Idaho Code §49-401, 
Infraction, and COUNT IV, FAILlJRE TO MAINTAIN INSURANCE,~~-·~~ Code 
as 
Page 
12, County Boise, State Idaho, did a motor 
Yamaha motorcycle, beari._ng Idaho State License nu_mber 1\1:MXI 1 
Highway 52, milepost 54, with an alcohol concentration of or more, to-wit: 
approximateiy 0.102, as shown by an analysis of his blood, a felony, violation of Idaho 
Code Sections 18-8004, 18-8005(6), and against the power, peace and dignity of the State 
Idaho. 
COUNT 
POSSESSION OF AN OPEN CONT~ER OF 
IN A MOTOR VEHICLE 
Idaho Code §23-505, Misdemeanor 
That the Defendant, KIRK M. CHARLSON, on or about the 11th day June, 
2012, in the County of Boise, State of Idaho, did willfully and unlawfully possess an 
open container of beer in a motor vehicle located or being driven upon Idaho 
Highway 52, milepost 54. 
COUNT III 
FAILlJRE TO REGISTER CAR 
Idaho Code §49-401, Infraction 
That the Defendant, KIRK M. CHARLSON, on or about the 11th day June, 12, in 
the County of Boise, State of Idaho, did operate a motor vehicle, to-wit: a black Yamaha 
motorcycle bearing Idaho License number :M:MXl 18, at or about Idaho State Hig,_11way 52, 
milepost 54, while he did not have in possession or the a valid 
card for the vehicle. 
COIJNTIV 
FAILlJRE TO MAINTAININSUR.~~CE 
~~~·=~ Code §49-1229, Infraction 
That the Defendant, KIRK M. CHARLSON, on or about the 11th day of June, 
20 in the County of Boise, State of Idaho, operator and owner of a vehicle Idaho, to-
wit a black Yamaha motorcycle bearing Idaho License nw-nber 111\/!Xl 18, at or about 
Idaho State Highway 52, milepost 54, and failed to provide insurance against loss for 
bodily injury or death or damage to property suffered by any person caused by use of the 
mentioned an amount less than that required 117, 
Code, and failed to demonstrate the existence of any other coverage required by this title 
or a certificate insurance pursuant to section 49- Code. 
2 
has heretofore pled guilty or been found guilty of at least or more violations 
Operating a Motor Vehicle Wrule Under the Influence of Alcohol, a felony, pursuant 
Section 18-8004 of the Idaho Code, or substantially conforming statute of anofaer 
jurisdiction within ten 0) years from the 1 day of June, 2012, to-wit: 
On or about the 30th day of J\1arch, 2005, the Defendant, under the name of KIRK 
M. CHARLSON, pled guilty to or was found guilty of the crime of Operating a Motor 
Vehicle While Under the Lmuence of Alcohol and/or Drugs, a :Misdemeanor, in the 
Magistrate Court, of fae Fourth Judicial District of the State of Idaho, in and for the County 
of Ada, Case Number M0413371; and 
On or about the 5th day of December, 2006, the Defendant, under the name of KIRK 
CHARLSON, pled guilty to or was fotL.11d guilty of the crime of Operating a Motor Vehicle 
VVhile Under the Influence of Alcohol, in the Magistrate Court, of the Fourfa Judicial 
District of the State ofldaho, in and the County of Ada, Case Number M0511327; 
The Defendant having so appeared and having had his preliminary examination, the 
Court sitting as a Committing Magistrate finds that the offense charged as set forth has been 
committed in Boise County, Idaho, and that there is sufficient cause to believe that the 
Defendant is guilty of committing the offenses as charged. 
VvREREFORE, IS ORDERED that the Defendant, KIRK M. CHARLSON, 
be held to answer to the District Court of fae Fourth Judicial District of the State of Idaho. 
and for the County of Boise, to the charge herein · rorth. :1- e sum of$ £L 







Attorney at Law 
1000 S. Roosevelt 
Boise, ID 83 705 
IA_"NW. GEE 
Boise ColL.'1ty Prosecutin.g Attorney 
406 1.1ontgomery Street 
Idai10 City, Idaho 83631 
4 
Box 186 
Idaho City, Idaho 83631 
Tel: (208) 392-4485 
(208) 392-3 
THE COURT 
THE STATE OF 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
KIRK M. CHARLSON, 
IAN W. GEE I JAY 
RecordM in 








Case No. CR-2012-01701 
INFORMATION 
IDAHO 
Prosecuting Attomey;Deputy Prosecuting 
Attorney, in and for the County of Boise, State of Idaho, who in the name and by the 
authority of the State, prosecutes in its behalf, comes now into District Court of the County 
of Boise, and states that KIRK the 
crimes of: COUNT I, OPERATING A MOTOR 'VEHICLE WHILE u1,1DER THE 
Il\FLlTENCE OF ALCOHOL Ac"l\i1)/0R DRUGS (THIRD OFFENSE WITHIN 10 
YEARS), Idaho Code §18-8004, §18-8005(6), Felony, COUNT POSSESSION 
Ac~ OPEN CONTAINER OF ALCOHOL IN A MOTOR VEHICLE, Idaho Code 
§23-505, Misdemeanor, COUNT III, FAILURE TO REGISTER CAR, Idaho Code 
§49-401, Infraction, and COlJNT IV, FA.lLlJRE TO MAINTAIN INSURANCE, 
Idaho Code §49-1229, Infraction, which crimes were committed as follows: 
I 
, on or 
a motor vehicle, a 
-u~,~~- motorcycle, bearing Idaho State License number 1vflv1Xl 18, on or at Idaho State 
Highway 52, 1rilepost 54, with an alcohol concentration of .08 or more, 
approximately O .102, as shown by an analysis of his blood, a felony, in violation of Idaho 
Code Sections 18-8004, 18-8005( 6), and against the power, peace and dignity of the State 
Idaho. 
COUNT 
POSSESSION OF AN OPEN COl\TTAINER OF ALCOHOL 
IN A MOTOR VEIDCLE 
Idaho Code §23-505, Misdemeanor 
That the Defendant, KIRK M. CHARLSON, on or about the 11th day of June, 
2012, in the County of Boise, State of Idaho, did willfully and unlawfully possess an 
open container beer in a motor vehicle located or being driven upon Idaho State 
Highway 52, milepost 54. 
COUNTID 
REGISTER 
Idaho Code §49-401, Infraction 
That the Defendant, KIRK M. CHARLSON, on or about the 1 day of June, 2012, in 
County of Boise, State of Idaho, did operate a motor vehicle, to-wit: a black Yamaha 
motorcycle bearing Idaho License number :M:M:Xl 18, at or about Idaho State Highway 52, 
milepost 54, while did have in his possession or in the vehicle, a valid 
card for the vehicle. 
COUNT IV 
FAILURE TO MAINTAIN INSURANCE 
Idaho Code §49-1229, 
That the Defendant, KIRK M. CHARLSON, on or about the 11th day of June, 
20 in the County of Boise, State of Idaho, operator and owner of a vehicle in Idaho, to-
wit a black Yamaha motorcycle bearing Idaho License number lvfMXl 18, at or about 
Idaho State Highway 52, milepost 54, and failed to provide insurance against loss for 
bodily or death or damage to property suffered by any person caused by use of the 
afore mentioned an not less than that required section 117, 
Code, and failed to demonstrate the existence of any other coverage required by this title 
or a self insurance pursuant to section Code. 
2 
commit acts set 
has heretofore pled guilty to or been found guilty of at least two or more violations 
Operating a Motor Vehicle Vv'hile Under the Influence of Alcohol, a felony, pursuant to 
Section 18-8004 of the Idaho Code, or substantially confonning statute of another 
jurisdiction within ten (10) years from the 11th day of June, 2012, to-wit: 
On or about the 30th day of March, 2005, the Defendant, under the name of~~"=~ 
M. CHARLSON, pled guilty to or was found guilty of the crime of Operating a J\1otor 
Vehicle While Under the Influence of Alcohol and/or Drugs, a Misdemeanor, in the 
Magistrate Court, of the Fourth Judicial District of the State of Idaho, in and for the County 
of Ada, Case Number M0413371; and 
On or about the 5th day of December, 2006, the Defendant, under the name of KIRK 
CHARLSON, pled guilty to or was fou..nd guilty of the crime of Operating a Motor Vehicle 
While Under the Influence of Alcohol, in the Magistrate Court, of the Fourth Judicial 
District of the State of Idaho, and for the County of Ada, Case Number M0511327; 
All of which is contrary to the form, force, and effect of the statutes such case 
made and provided, and against the peace dignity of the State ofidaho. 
Pursuant to Rule 7(b), Idaho Criminal Rules, the following is a list of witnesses insofar 




T Al\IBRA HIJNTER 
Address: 
BOISE COUNTY SHERIFF'S OFFICE 
ISP FORENSICS 
BOISE COUNTY SHERIFF'S OFFICE 







**All reports disclosed are in.corp orated by reference and any individuals named in 
such reports may be called as witnesses. **Any photographs, video or audio listed are 
available for your review at the Boise County Prosecutor's office through appointment at 
(208)392-4485. request a 
necessary tape. 
3 
Boise County Prosecuting Attorney/ 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
SERVICE 
I CERTIFY that on this /}S: day of £e,B12,UA-1::.,'j, 2013_, I caused 
to be served a true copy of the foregoing document by the method indicated below, and 




Attorney at Law 
1000 S. Roosevelt 
Boise, ID 83705 
IANW. 
_HAND DELIVERED _£ TELECOPY 
Boise County Prosecuting Attorney 
406 Montgomery Street 
Idaho City, Idaho 83631 
District Court, March 14, 2u13 - Judge Patrick Owen, presiding 
10:46: 13 AM Arraignment CR-2012-1 present w/atty 
/1701 StatevKirkM i 
jChar!son - Judge 
I Patrick Owen - Chief 
: Dpty Prosecutor Jay 
i Rosenthal - Defense 
/Atty Dave Smethers -
i REPORTER Kasey 





I ________ j___ ----- -- -- J__ -- --- -- - -- -- -- -- - --- - - ---- -1 
/ 10:46:22 AMiHonorable Patrick i~ALL OF THE CASE. Defendant previously inf.orryied of I 
I 
JOwen :nghts. Informed de.fendant of charges and Advises l 
/ i defendant of penalties. 
r·1··0:·4s·:·is-·Aivila···---·---------------·---------------·····---------·--············---·i 'i:i"ri"iierstarieis···charg·e·s···a·;,·a···penait:ie·s···aricf""rrghts ............................................... i 
f'rcF4s:-36 .. Aivf l Ffc;·;,·orahie··isafr1ck·········---···1····················-··················-···········-·-················-·-············-···································-··-·--·-··············-·················-··-···········-········-.. ·il 
r
, .......................................... + Owen ........................................................ 1.. .................................................................................................................................................................................................. 
1 10:48:56 AMismethers :ng plea 1 
To")fsfo:fAKiff Hci·ri-oraEi.ie···Patrick··············-re·nfe_r .. pi"ea"·i;,···;:e·c;·;:a··-···········-···············-·······-····-·············-························-······························-······-····-····1 
\Owen 1 j 
·fo:4.sf·og AM/smethers /one day not enough 
·fc5:.49·:··1--§··AKif jFfonorahie···P·africk·-··············i w1"ir·set··o·;,···;i .. ffiur··an·ci··1rn·or·aorie ... cari ... iirii'sr1·--c;;,··1:iiaffrid.iii°y·:···"1r···1 
/Owen ! on 6/20 and pt? on 5/9 at 11 am. order not op~rate veh(cle I 
i : unless legally licensed and order not operate 1f ale in . 
· i sytem and order that you submit to testing upon request I 
' ! 
' ' ! ···································-·····-:···············································-························· :-······················-··················-····························································································--············································-····--·····l +~·i-~1:-1}-~~· / :n·a···········--················-··-············-·············Y:.~9..:.P!~ ... ?..?..~.9.i!!?..~.s. ........................................................................................................................................ , 
E J D 
STATE OF N D FOR THE COU OF BOISE 
STATE OF !DAHO, 
Plaintiff, / Case No. CR 2012 1701 
SCHEDULING ORDER V. 
KIRK M CHARLSON, 
Defendant. 
above named Defendant. 
The Defendant entered a plea of not guilty and requested a jury trial. The 
court instructed the clerk to enter the plea of not guilty into the court minutes. 
Pursuant to iCR 12 and ICR 18 the court hereby orders that the attorneys 
and Defendant shall comply with the following scheduling order: 
1) JURY TRIAL DATE: The two (2) day jury trial of this action shall 
commence before this court on June 20, 2013, at 9:00 a.m. Trial schedule 
will be 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Counsel and the defendant shall be present 
at 8:30 a.m. on the first day of tria!. 
2) PRE-TRIAL CONFERENCE: Counsel for the parties and the Defendant 
shall appear· before court on May 9, 2013, at 10:00 a.m. for the pre-
trial conference. Counsel shall be prepared to discuss settlement 
possibilities pursuant to ICR 18. Failure of the Defendant to appear at this 
pre-trial conference will result in a forfeiture of bail and a bench warrant 
shall be issued by the court. 
Each party shall be required to serve on all other parties and file 
with the Court a complete list of exhibits and witnesses in accordance with 
I.R.C.P. 16(h). Exhibit and witness lists shall also be submitted to the 
Court via email at cchuntam@,adaweb.net. 
NG of 
DEPL/TY 
parties shall proposed 
instructions to the court on or before the pre-trial conference. It is sufficient 
for the parties to identify unmodified pattern instructions by number. 
Requested instructions shall also be submitted to the Court via email at 
mtaylor@adaweb.net. 
SANCTIONS: Failure to comply with this order will subject a party or its 
attorney to appropriate sanctions, including but not limited to, costs, and 
reasonable attorney fees and jury costs. A party may be excused from 
strict compliance with any provisions of this Order only upon showing 
good cause. 
5) CONTINUANCES: The court will not grant continuances unless good 
cause exists and all the parties waive their right to speedy trial. 
DATED this _i2_ day of April, 20 3. 
p 
District Judge 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on this \S day of April, 2013 I mailed (served) a 
true and correct copy of the within instrument to: 
I Jay Rosenthal 
I BOISE COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
IP O BOX 186 
1 DAHO CITY ID 83631 
I David J Smethers 
1 SMETHERS LAW 
j 1000 S ROOSEVELT ST 
I BOISE ID 83705 
Mary Prisco 
Cl~ Distr~ Court 
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The defendant requests an ORDER from this Court suppressing the results of the test on the 
defendant's blood made without a warrant. T.tie defendant requests the JvIBMORA..NDUM IN 
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1N THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL D1STR1CT IN Al\T'D FOR 
COUNTY OF BOISE 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) Case No 2012-1701 
) 
) MEMORA~DUM IN SUPPORT OF 
P 003/007 
Plaintiff, 
vs. ) MOTION TO SUPPRESS RESULTS OF ) BLOOD DR.A. W 
CHARLSON, Kirk 
Defendant 
L STATEMENT OF THE CASE 
A. Nature of the Case 
Motion to Suppress evidc:ncc. 





T11e defendant was charged with Driving Under the lnfluence, Felony, a prcHmimuy hearing was 
held~ after which the defonda..-it was bound over to District Court. A "not guilty'' plea was entered) and 
the case was set for jury trial. At the pre-trial conference, the defendant notified the Court that an ICR 
12(b) motion would be filed based on the holding in Jvfissouri v. McNeely, 11-1425 (FEDSC), the 
defendant waived his right to speedy trial, a.11d the matter was set for hearing. This motion and 
memora.11dum :in support fo!low. 
C. Statement of Facts 
Boise County Depu.iy ShcriffTatilian (hereafter "Tatilian"), was dispatched to a motorcycle 
accident on Highway 52 Boise Cou.-rity, Idaho. The defendant was found to be lying on the ground 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO SlJPPRESS Page 1 of 5 
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the to a hospital in 
was 
level of alcohol in the defendant's blood. A warrant was not obtained before the blood sample was 
taken. 
IS ST.TE PRESENTED FOR REV1EW 
1. Should the results of the blood alcohol content seized vvitliout a warrant be suppressed? 
III. ARGUMENf 
A. 'TI,e results of the blood alcohol content seized without a warrant should be suppressed. 
A search without a warrant is presumptively invalid, Coolidge v. New Hampshire, 437 U.S. 385, 
390 (1978), and a "warrantless search of the person is reasonable only if it falls Virithin a recognized 
exception" to the warrant requirement, Missouri v. McNeely, - S. Ct --, 2013 \VL 1628934, at "'5 (Apr. 
17, 2013). "That principle applies to the type of search at issue in this case, which involved a compelled 
physical intrusion beneath [Mr. Franklin's] skin and into his veins to obtain a sample of his blood for 
use as evidence in a criminal investigation." Id Indeed, such an "invasion of bodily integrity implicates 
an individual's 'most personal and deep-rooted expectations of privacy.'" Id. ( quoting Winston 11. Lee, 
470 U.S. 753, 760 (1985). 
Idaho has also held: "The administration of a blood alcohol test coru:.'"'ti.tutes a seizure of a 
person and a search for evidence under both the Fourth A.mendrncnt and A ..rticle I, § 17 of the 
Idaho Constitution. Halen v. State, 136 ldaho 829, 833, 41 P .3d 257, 261 (2002) (citing 
Schmerberv. California, 384 U.S. 757,767, 86S.Ct. l826, 1834, 16L.Ed.2d90&,917-18 
(1966); State v. Woolery, .l 16 Idaho 368, 370, 775 P.2cl 1210, 1212 (1989)). Searches and 
seizures performed without a warrant are presumptively unreasonable. State v. LaMay, 140 
1 The defendant was given a BAC test by use or a Lifo-Loc portable breathalyzer at the accident scene b::Jorc transport, the 
state conceded at the preliminary hearing that p,oper procedures were not followed in administering this test, and the suite 
placed on the record that said results would not be used for cvidcnLiai")' purposes. 
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835, (2004). overcome the presumption, 
mm.t 
foll within a well-recognized exception to the wa.rrant requirement.~ LaMay, 140 Idaho at 838, 
103 P.3d at 451. Second, the State must show that even if the seizure is pennissible under an 
exception to the warrant requirement, it 1'must still be reasonable in light of all of the otl1er 
surrounding circumstances. Hale.n, 136 Idaho at 833, 41 P.3d at 261" State v. Diaz, 144 ldaho 
300,302; 160 P.3d 73 9 (2007). 
Exigcnt-circwnstances is a recognized exception to the warra.11t requirement and is prcs1nnably 
the exception on which the State relied in conducting the warrantless forced blood draw on the 
defendrmt.2 Exigent circtlmsta:nces exist '"when the exigencies of the situation make the needs ofiaw 
enforcement so compelling that a warrantless search is objectively reasonable." Id. (citation and 
quotation marks omitted). To determine whether an exigency exists justifying acting 'Without a warrant, 
courts are to look to the totality of the circtL'i1Stances, evaluating "each case of alleged exigency bEJScd 
on its own facts and circumstances." Id. (citations and quotation marks omitted). 
Destruction of evidence is a well-recognized exigent circumstance that may support a 
warrao.tlcss search. However, as the U.S. Supreme Court recognized 111 McNeely, "[tJhe conte1.i of 
blood testing is different in critical re~'J)ects from other destruction-of-evidence cases in which the police 
2 To the extent the State relied on Idaho's implied consent law to conduct the warrantless forced blood 
draw, such reliance is misplaced and does not j~tify the wa...rrantless search. As the U.S. Supreme Court 
recognized in McNeely, "all 50 States have adopted implied consent laws 1hat require motorists, as a 
condition of operating a motor vehicle v.~thin the State, to consent to BAC testing if they are arrested or 
otherwise detained on suspicion of a drunk-driving offense." McNeely, 2013 \VL 1628934, at *12 
(citation omitted). Further, in Q1e McNeely case itself: the defendant was ...read the standard implied 
consent form, and was informed that a refusal to submit voluntarily to the test would result in the 
"immediate revocation of his driver1s license for one year and could be used against .him in a future 
prosecution.." Id at itc3, Despite the implied consent law, the Supreme Court heid that the warrantless 
blood draw violated the defendant's right to be free from unreasonable search and seizure protected by 
the Fourth Amendment Se~ id at *14. 
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arc a or at 
a 
predictable man.ner." Id Moreover, because of the nature of DUI investigations, "some delay beti:vccn 
the time of the an·est ... and the time of the test is inevitable regardless of whether police officers are 
required to obtain a warrant" Id. Furfoer, advances in technology and the streamlining 
procedures have led to more expeditious processing of warrant applications. See id at *8-9. 
Thus, although "natural dissipation of alcohol in the blood may support a finding of exigency in 
a specific case, ... it does not do so categorically. Whether a warrantless blood test of a drunk-driving 
suspect is reasonable must be determined case by case based on the totality of the circumstances." Id. at 
*9. 
There is no indication that the officers sought to obtain a warrant before forcibly drawing the 
defendant's blood, or that there was a."1ything that would have prevented them from doing so within a 
reasonable amount of time. 1l1ere was, in sum. no ex:igency in, this case justifying the forced physical 
intrusion beneath the defendant's skin and into his veins to obtain a sample of his blood for use as 
evidence in a criminal investigation. Accordingly, the warrantless forced blood draw violated his rights 
to be free from unreasonable search and seizure protected by the Fourth Amendment of the U.S. 
Constitution and Article T, § 17 of the Idaho Constitution. See McNeely, 2013 WL 1628934, at "'14 
(Apr. 17, 2013) (warrantless blood test of drunk"d1iving suspect unreasonable vVithout showing of 
exigent circums+..ances, and natu1'al dissipation of alcohol, '\iVlthout more, insufficient to justify 
warrantless blood test). 
rv. CONCLUSION 
Ttie defendant's right to be free from unreasonable searches and seizures protected by the Fourth 
, .u.,,,., ..... ~=~~- of the Constitution and ~A..rt..iclc 11 § 7 of the Idaho were by 
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The defense moves to suppress the blood drawn in this case citing Missouri v. McNeely, 
569 U.S._; 133 S. Ct. 1552(2013). The States objects. 
I. FACTUAL ANl) PROCEDl.JRAL BACKGROlJ~l) 
On June 11, 2012 at approximately 6:05 p.m. Boise County Deputy Sheriff Robert Tatilian 
responded to a motorcycle accident on Idaho State Highway 52 at approximately milepost 54. 
The officer observed a black Yamaha motorcycle lying on its side in the gravel next to the road. 
was on ground apparent 
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statement 
requested Charlson's drivers license and proof of insurance. Charlson informed the officer that 
he could obtain them from his saddlebags on his motorcycle. \f\lhi.le searching the bag for the 
articles, Officer Tatillian discovered a soft cooler, that was still cold, containing empty beer 
cans. The officer then returned and asked Charlson how much he had to drink that day. 
Charlson admitted to drinking two beers. Charlson later offered to take a breath test. :His first 
breath sample rendered a .117 reading. Upon request to provide a second breath sample, :Mr. 
Charlson was unable or unwilling to do so. Based upon these circumstances, Officer Tatillian 
then requested that a blood sample be taken at the hospital to confirm the findings of the one 
breath sample. Mr. Charlson, under the care of ambulance personnel, was then transported to a 
Boise hospital for treatment for his accident injuries. Per the officer's request, a blood sample 
was obtai11ed from Charlson at 8:10 p.m. by a trained phlebotomist while Charlson was at the 
hospital. Subsequent lab toxicology tests found Charlson's blood alcohol level to be at .102. No 
warrant was requested or obtained prior to the blood draw being taken from Mr. Charlson. 
II. LEGAL JUSTIFICATION FOR THE BLOOD DRAW 
Legal Standard 
Drawing blood from a driver in a driving under the influence case is a seizure. It is well 
settled that to do so, the State must either have a warra.rit, or the facts surrounding a blood draw 
must fall within an exception to the warrant requirement. 
The administration of a blood alcohol test constitutes a seizure of the person and a 
search for evidence Virithin the purview of the Fourth Amendment to the United States 
Constitution. Schmerber v. California, 384 757, 86 1826, 1834, 6 ~--'-'"'"·~-~ 
908, 917 (1966); State v. Worthington, 138 Ida.1J.o 470,472, 65P.3d 211,213 
STATES SMOTION SUPPRESS Page 2 
V. 
presumption, the state bears 
must prove that a warrantless search a well-recognized warrant 
requirement. State v. Diaz, 144 Idaho 300,302, 160 P3d 739, 741 (2007). Second, the state 
must show that even if the search is permissible under an exception to the warrant 
requirement, it must still be reasonable in light of all other surrounding circumstances. Id 
There are a nu..rnber of possible exceptions to the warrant requirements. "Such an 
exception exists when the search or seizure is conducted with proper consent. Schneckloth v. 
Bustamante, 142 U.S. 218, 93 S.Ct. 2041, 36 L.Ed.2d 854 (1973): State v. TVhiteley, 124 Idaho 
261,264, 858P.2d 800, 803 (Ct.App.1993); State v. Rusho, 110 Idaho 556,558,560, 716 P.2d 
1328, 1330, 1332 (Ct.App.1986)." State v. Nickerson, 132 Idaho 406,410,973 P2d 758, 762 
(Ct.App. 1999). Exigent circumstances are another well settled exception to the warrant 
requirement. State v. Robinson, 144 Idaho 496,499, 163 P.3d 1208, 1211 (Ct.App.2007). 
The state submits that each of these exceptions applies in these circumstances. 
CONSENT 
Consent is a well-recognized exception to the warrant requirement. State v. 'Wheeler, 149 
Idaho 364,370,233 P.3d 1286, 1292 (Ct.App.2010) citing Diaz, 144 Idaho at 303, 160 P.3d at 
742. In Idaho, by driving on the public roadways, drivers demonstrate that they have consented 
to evidentiary testing pursuant to LC. 18-8002. 
By terms of this statue, anyone who accepts t.11.e privilege of operating a motor 
vehicle upon Idaho's highway has thereby consented in advance to admit to a BAC test. 
McNeely v. State, 119 Idaho 182, 187, 804 P2d 911, 916 (Ct.Apu.1990). By implying 
consent, the statute removes the right of a driver to refuse an evidentiary test. Goering v. 
State. 121 Idaho 26. 29. 822 P2dd 545. 548 (Ct.App.1992). Hence, although an individual 
has the physical ability to prevent a test, there is no legal right to withdraw the statutorily 
implied consent. Woolerv. 116 Idaho ::it 3 72. 77 5 P .2d at 1? 14: State v. Burris, 125 Idaho 
289. 291, 869 P.2d 1384. 1386 (Ct.App.1994). 
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Supreme the at case 
"'lll..LAA.J. exception to the warrant requirement," because 
739 The 
Court also performed the second step in the analysis by reviewing whether the search was 
"reasonable" in light of the circumstances. The Court examined whether the blood draw was 
done in a medically acceptable manner. The Court discussed the administration of the test at a 
hospital by a qualified hospital technician, among other facts, and concluded that under the 
totality of the circumstances, the test was reasonable. Id. See also State v. Worthincton, 138 
Idaho 470, 65 P.3d 211 (Ct.App.2002). In the case at bar, Mr. Charlson's blood was drawn by a 
trained phlebotomist in a medically acceptable manner. In fact, the manner by which the blood 
draw was performed is not contested by the Defendant here. 
The Idaho Court of Appeals in State v. Vv'heeler found, that: 
Consent is a well-recognized exception to the warrant requirement. Diaz, 144 Idaho 
at 303, 160 P .3d at 7 42. "Any person who drives or is in actual physical control of a motor 
vehicle" in Idaho consents to be tested for alcohol at the request of a peace officer with 
reasonable grounds to believe the person drove under the influence. I.C. § 18-8002(1 ); 
Diaz, 144 Idaho at 302, 160 P .3d at 7 41. In Diaz, Court found that the defendant gave his 
consent to a blood draw by driving in Idaho, despite his repeated protests. Id. At 302-03, 
160 P.3d at 741-42. In view of the Supreme Court's decision in Diaz, we concluded that a 
protest to a blood draw does not invalidate consent created by a person's actions and statue. 
State v. wheeler, 149 Idaho 364, 370, 233 P .3d 1286, 1292 (Ct.App.2010). Thus, any purported 
protests to the blood draw in the current case do not invalidate the consent. Such an analysis 
contemplates that the driver had already taken advantage of the privilege of driving on the public 
roadways prior to being stopped. Having gotten the benefit of the bargain of implied consent, 
the driver may not void consent already given. 
Missouri v. McNeely, the Supreme Court identified the sole issue they examined as, 
STATES OBJECTION TO DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO SUPPRESS-Page 4 
se 
that warrantrequireIT1ent 
nonconsensual blood testing 
_,_; 133 S. Ct. 1552,1556 (2013). Neither the statement of the issue under analysis in 
McNeely, nor the Cou..rt:'s holding implicated the consent exception to the warrant requirement. 
There may be some argument that because the Supreme Court identified certain states as 
having implied consent laws with certain restrictions, the Court thereby endorsed those 
restrictions. However, the existence of implied consent laws at the state level was used by the 
Supreme Court to docUIT1ent certain findings: 
wide-spread state restrictions on nonconsensual blood testing provide further support 
for our recognition that compelled blood draws implicate a significant privacy interest. 
They also strongly suggest that our ruling today will not "severely hamper effective law 
enforcement." Garner, 4 71 U.S., at 19, 105 S.Ct. 1694. 
Missouri v. McNeely, 569 U.S._, __ ; 133 S.Ct.1552, 1567 (2013). Identifying these statues 
for such a limited purpose does not amount to a binding opinion of the Court on the restrictions 
listed in those various statutes. Missouri does have an implied consent statue, however the 
Supreme Court did not examine that statue as a possible exception to the warrant requirement in 
this case. Further, Missouri's implied consent law has not historically provided for forced tests. 
Due to a recent statutory cha.nge, the question of whether it does now is a matter yet to be 
decided in the Missouri courts. (See Missouri v. McNeely, 2011 'V\TL 2455571 (]Vfissouri Court 
of Appeals, 2011).) The United States Supreme Court opinion in McNeelv did not comment on 
the validity of the Idaho implied consent law or one like it. Thus, the dicta in McNeelv does not 
change the status of the implied consent law in Idaho. 
The blood draw in the instant case is admissible under this analysis. It was taken by a 
driver who was driving on t.1-ie public roadv/ays and who had therefore given consent. 
OBJECTION TO s -Page 5 
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was manner was 
of the circumstances. 
EXIGENT CIRCUMSTAt~CES 
Another well-established exception to the warrant requirement is the presence of exigent 
circumstances. 
"[Wlarrants are generally required to search a person's home or his person 
unless 'the exigencies of the situation' make the needs of law enforcement so compelling 
unless the warrantless search is objectively reasonable under the Fourth Amendment." 
Brigham City, 547 U.S. at----, 126 S.Ct. 1947, 164 L.Ed.2d at 657 (quoting Mincey v. 
Arizona, 437 U.S. 385, 393-94, 98 S.Ct. 2408, 2414, 57 L.Ed.2d. 290, 301 (1978)). A 
warrantless search under this exception must be strictly circumscribed by the nature of the 
exigency that justifies the intrusion. State v. Buterbaugh, 138 Idaho 96, 99, 57 P.3d 807, 
810 (Ct.App.2002). 
State v. Robinson, 144 Idaho 496, 499, 163 P .3d 1208, 1211 (Ct.App.2007). Exigent 
circumstances may justify warrantless search of the body through a blood draw. See, =-==== 
v. California, 384 U.S. 757, 770, 86 S.Ct. 1826, 1835-36, 16 L.Ed.2d 908 (1966). 
It is important to note that in McNeely, the Supreme Court did not rule that blood draws 
are constitutionally impermissible. The Supreme Court merely concluded that the elimination of 
alcohol does not alone create a per se rule of exigency in Driving Under the Influence cases. The 
Cou.,.rt maintained that to evaluate whether a blood draw was permissible pursuant to the exigent 
circumstances exception to the warrant requirement, a trial court must analyze the totality of the 
circUL-u.stances. Missouri v. McNeelv, 569 U.S._,_; 133 S. Ct. 1552 (2013). Such analysis 
will reflect that the collection of blood this case was done in exigent circumstances sufficient 
to serve as an exception to the warrant requirement. 
The Supreme Court opinion in McNeely, is premised on the idea that blood alcohol is not a 
or never" elimination can be determined to 
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assumes 
presumes so long as some alcohol is in the defendant's system when test 
administered, there is a formulaic method through which the actual blood alcohol concentration 
at the time the defendant was driving can be determined. It is largely based on this premise that 
the Supreme Court concludes that "special facts" addition to in.evitable eli.c'Ui.nation of alcohol 
must be necessary to create an exigency. See, Missouri v. McNeely, 569 U.S. · 133 S. --·--· 
Ct. 1552, 1557 (2013). 
However, in the State oflda.l-io, retrograde extrapolation is not permitted. In the event that 
an evidentiary test for blood alcohol reveals a result that is under .08, even if it is substa.1tially 
after the defendant last drove, that person cannot generally be prosecuted.2 Idaho Code Section 
18-8004(2) provides that ,"[ a Jny person having an alcohol concentration of less than 0.08, as 
defined in subsection (4) of this section, as shmvn by analysis of bis blood, urine, or breath, by a 
test requested by a police officer shall not be prosecuted for driving under the influence of 
alcohol except as provided in subsection (3 )[ drug, dui], subsection (1 )(b) [ commercial vehicle 
dui] or subsection (1 )( d) [ underage dui] of this section" Thus the laws of the State ofldaho 
create a need for a much quicker process that the circumstances contemplated by the Supreme 
Court. That is to say, that the elimination of alcohol at even the rate of .015 to .02, even if 
accurate, as suggested by the Supreme Cou..rt, is enough the State's evidence can be lost in 
short order. See, Missouri v. McNeely, 569 U.S._,_; 133 S. Ct. 1552, 1575 (2013). Thus, 
1 This ignores the fact that intoxicants other than alcohol mcy be at issue as well. 
2 There is an exception of cases where the defendant fails to provide a valid sample on a breath tests. "A shallow 
breath sample testing at below .08 does not inherently show that the individual's true breath alcohol concentration is 
less than .08. Consequently, it does not ipsofacto bar prosecution by the terms of Section 18-8004(2)." 
2012 WL 4465773 (Idaho Ct App. Sept. 28, 2012), review denied 29, 
STATES OBJECTION DEFEI\:'DA.i~T'S MOTION TO SlIPPRESS Page 7 
seen as one a finding 
are to 
circumstances analysis as The stop occurred in Boise County at mile post 54 of State 
liighway 52. Deputy Tatilian testify that he faced the wique situation of having uncertain 
phone coverage the location of the stop making it more difficult to have direct contact 
vv:ith a prosecutor or a judge for purposes of a warrant request. The investigation ofl'v1r. Charlson 
took approximately forty-five (45) minutes. In addition to dealing with Charlson, Deputy 
Tatillian was required to conduct an accident investigation and interview a second motorcyclist, 
Tambra Hunter, who was driving with Charlson. The fruit of this investigation resulted in Hunter 
also being charged with DUI. \Vhile Charlson was being transported to a Boise hospital, Deputy 
Tatillian was completing the accident investigation and then required to transport the second 
motorcyclist to the Ada County jail. Deputy Tatilian will testify that he believes it would have 
taken probably two (2) hours to get a search warrant in Boise County after normal court/business 
hours. This situation was further complicated by the fact that the accident/arrest was in Boise 
County, and the phlebotomist was located in Ada County. Accordingly, a search warrant would 
have required issuance by an Ada County Magistrate Judge. All of these factors are important to 
the courts review of a totality of the circumstances. 
The Supreme Court believes that, "in addition to technology-based developments, 
jurisdiction have found other ways to streamline the warrant process, such as by using standard-
form warrant applications for drunk driving investigations. Missouri v. McNeelv, 569 U.S. 
_,_; 133 S. Ct. 1552,1562 (2013). The Supreme Court notes that such forms were available 
was arrested. 5. However, such forms were 
-Page 8 
on nor to 
the 
approximately it 
at least an additional two hours to complete. This estimate is based upon the following logistical 
requirements: the officer would have to find a location for reliable cell phone coverage within 
proximity to the accident scene (a difficult a..n.d sometimes impossible task in County), a 
prosecutor would have to be located, the officer and prosecutor would need to review the facts 
telephonically, the prosecutor would then need to call the judge, the judge would need to call the 
prosecutor and officer back for phone conferencing purposes, the call would need to be 
conducted and the warrant approved and issued; the officer would then need to obtain the 
warrant and deliver it, in this case, to the hospital. Again with estimated time lapse and travel 
distances involved, this process would likely take at least two hours. 
The Supreme Court states the rate of elimination as .015 to .02 percent per hour. Missouri 
v. McNeely, 569 U.S._,_; 133 S. Ct. 1552, 1575 (2013). With respect to the Charlson 
investigation and potential warrant process, if a two hour warrant process is added from the time 
of the roadside .117 breath test (approximately 6:45) and the potential .02 rate of hourly 
elimination rate is applied, such a length of time would have rendered a .077 blood alcohol by 
the time of the blood draw. In such event, prosecution against Charlson would be barred in a case 
when he was othernise per se in violation of Idaho law at the tL.'lle of the crime. light of these 
logical extrapolations, coupled with the additional defendant and crash investigation duties, 
Deputy Tatillian correctly perceived that there was not time to get a warrant and that the 
circu..-rnstances were exigent. 
State is also in the untenable having an 
OBJECTION TO SMOTIONTO 9 
an 
accurate outcome benefits. 
Taking totality the circumstances into consideration, the needs of enforcement 
were sufficiently compelling and the "exigencies of the situation" great enough that the 
warrantless search of Charlson was reasonable under the Fourt..h Amendment 
REMEDY 
Even if the Court finds that there is not an applicable exception to the warrant requirement, 
the State submits that the defendant is not deserving of a remedy. The defendant was a .102 blood 
alcohol content at the time his blood was drawn. At the time ofhe was actually operating his 
motorcycle his blood alcohol level was significantly higher thereby placing the general public at 
significant risk The officer acted in a good faith and in reliance on Idaho Codel 8-8002, and 
%eeler when he made the decision to have the defendant's blood dravvn. The public interest 
supports admission of the results. 
CONCLUSION 
the State submits that the Court's inquiry need go no further than the implied consent 
statute in order to establish the legality of the blood draw. :Mr. Charlson had, by driving on the 
public roadways, consented to evidentiary testing. That testing was completed in a medically 
sound manner and the results of the blood draw should be deemed as aci.missible. The blood 
draws results would also be admissible due to the exigent circumstances surrounding this 
investigation. The factual and legal environment of tins case created an exigency for the officer. 
Because retrograde extrapolation is not available to the State, the evidence that Charlson was 
above the legal limit =~~~~·~~ was being eliminated as time passed. To get a warrant 
MOTION SUPPRESS - Page 1 O 
significant to 
test. totality of the vvithin exigency 
exception to the warra._n.t requirement as well. 
In the event that the Court finds that neither of these exceptions to the warrant requirement 
are satisfied, the State submits that the blood draw results should still be seen as admissible. 
rule otherwise is to invite a manifest injustice. This event and countless others like it involved a 
driver putting the public at great risk and the officer responding with the explicit authorization of 
the Courts and the legislature. Not only did the officer act in good faith, the public policy and 
community protection interests at issue lean heavily in favor of adwitting the evidence. The 
exclusionary rule does not require exclusion in these circumstances, where the officer was acting 
under the well settled law of the State at the time he had the defendant's blood drawn. 
The motion to suppress evidence should be denied. 
Respectfully Submitted on the nay of June, 2013. ~,JJ_-, -----
Ian W. Gee 
Boise County Prosecuting Attorney 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that a true and accurate copy of the above and foregoing document was 
served upon co1L.11sel for the Defendant on the Jd!::day of June, 2013, at: 
David Smethers, Attorney 
1000 S. Roosevelt Street 
Boise, ID 83705 
VIR FA!-
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District Court June 13, 2013 Honorable Judge Kathryn Sticklen presiding 6B-COURTROOM 
10:37:20 AM/Motion CR-2012-1701 lpresent w/atty 
:state v Kirk M Charlson: 
!- Judge Kathryn 
i Sticklen - Chief Dpty 
i Prosecutor Jay 
! Rosenthal - Defense 
Atty David Smethers -
i REPORTER Kasey 
: Red Ii ch - Clerk Lisa 
•London 
I • : I 
I 10: 37:26 AM /Honorable Kathryn lcALL OF THE CASE j 
1
1 
: Sticklen I j' ........................................... ~ ............................................................................. ,; ................................................................................................................................................................................................. . 
10:37 :33 AM rosentha l /motion to suppress. state anticipated a wit, counsel and I J 
1 :stipulated that if tatillian testified that he would testify there I 
/ws no procedure for bcso to utilize BC magistrate 
1 
Uudge .. . no cell phone coverage at scene, dpty had to i 
/ remain at scene and investigate another me driver at that 
1
1 
/time. defendant had been life-flighted. relying on , 
!memorandum that was filed in this case. l 
: : ! 
............ ,-............................ : ............................. - ........................ - - ···-······· ... ) ·-··-·· ... - ...................................... - .......... ,_ .. ......................................................... - ................................ - .................... ,-....... 1 
10: 39:44 AM i smethers i do stipulate that ther is no procedure but, do not stip that ! 
\the dpty could not utilize BC judge for a warrant l 
. : I 
To:·4cffi-:t(rvf/"ros·e;-;:;-t6a1······ .. ····· .. ···· ····· ..................... jli1eEotam1st""·?s·p?fis .. To·cateicfTn .. Aii··--·························· ... -....................................... l 
....................... _ .................. :, ............................................................................. : .......... -... -, .................. -..... ,_ ....... -................... -... , .................................. , .. - .............................................. -................... ..... J 
10:40:45 AM ismethers !4th amend mt l 
: : . 
10:42:05 Arvhosenthal !in light of counsel 's statement, submit a decision as a i 
!supplemental matter, written by J. Cockerille yesterday. I 
1 0 • 43 2 4: AM Is methers ::::::::::_: :=:=::I based •• on: th at. would:like: more. time to :,eviewti =:::::~:=~=:::J 
10:43:58 AM jH~norable Kathryn jtime? I 
1St1cklen , , ................................................................................................ ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................. ! 
10:44:01 AM :smethers Ut still set for june 20. request vacate and reset jt l' 
... .... . . .. . . ... . .. . . . ...... . . ..... . ....... ,1, . . . ............... . . . ................... - ........... . .. . . . ............ . . . .. . . : .. . . . . ..... ............ .................... ....... ... . .................. ............... ........................ ...... . ........................... ........... ............... ........... . . . ........ . 
l10:45: 13 AM / rosenthal Ut was already vacated l ........................................... ~ .......................................................... -................................................................................................................................................................................................ .. ................... ~ 
1
110:45:24 AM /Honorable Kathryn Jok. two weeks from today, smethers submit response w/i ! 
!Sticklen !two weeks l Ti5:'4s:·Lrf .. A~(s .. meffie.rs ............................................... i'as·k·s··la·r"Tuiy .  date ...................................................... ......... .... ............. ........... ..... ........................ -......... , 
........................................... ............................................... -.. -.. , ....................... · ........ _ ........ -.......... _ .... , ................ -................................................................................................................................ - ... ..l 
10:46: 19 AM i H~norable Kathryn pury 11 at 1 Oam I 
•Sticklen : 
.................................................................................................................................. _ ........... - .......................................................................................................................... , .. _ ........... , .. -............................ j 
10:46:45 AM ! nothing further from i I 
• either atty • j 
10:46:52 AM :end iREPORTER Kasey Redlich-EST COST $100.00-Clerk Lisa! 
' l :London l 














IN D FOR 
) CLOSING ARGUMENT AND DECISION IN 
l SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO 





This case was set hearing and closing arguments on June 1 2013. At the time of the 
on June 13, 13, the state submitted a non-dispositive decision from the Honorable Roger E. 
in misdemeanor case number CR 2013-0226, State v Sargent denying tbe motion to suppress based 
facts similar to the present case. The defendant requested time to review the decision and submit 
arguments. The Comi granted the defendant two weeks. This closing argument and a 11011-dispositive 
decision the Honorable Benjamin R. Simpson, District Judge of the First Judicial Distnct, in and 
the County Kootenai follows, (copy attached). 
The defendant further argues that the Supreme Court of the United States ultimately determines 
the extent of a citizen's 4th Amendment rights. The state ofldabo' s constitution can grant greater 
protections, but tbe Idaho legislature and/or Courts cannot subve1i the 4111 Amendment by pretending it 





L ~ J 7 of the ! 
physical and testimoni 
through. or as a of uni search of1he must 
suppressed and uded. 
-~~-$'~1< 
David J. Srnethe.4' Date 
Attorney at La-J{ 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE: This certifies that a true and correct copy the 
above and forgoing instrument \Vas:__ ~ed; Han:! Delivered, to: 
County Prosecutor; 
v1'3oise Countv Prosecutor; 
-- -
__ Boise City Prosecutor; 
Dated this ;( 
1 
day of~, '.:1013 
~
be 
District Court - July 11, 2013 - Honorable Patrick H. Owen, presiding 
1 :17:47 PM :Motion Hearing CR-
/2012-1701 State v Kirk 
! M Charlson - Judge 
i Patrick H Owen Chief 
: Dpty Prosecutor Jay 
! Rosenthal - Defense 
Atty David Smethers -
: REPORTER Christine 
I Rhoades - Clerk Lisa 
SB-COURTROOM 
, !London . I 
I ' ' ' - - I . . r ........................................... t ................................................................................. , ............................................................................................................................................................................................. .. 
,
1
1:17:51 PM !Honorable Patrick H /CALL OF THE CASE. reviews case. will take up on 8/8 
. /Owen fat 1 Oam l 
r 
........................................... :-········· .. -· .. ··············· .................................................. ;-.............................................................................................................................................................................................. , 
































lDAHO Recoru_,,:; :1. ~;,v,;, ~· 
- - [\ -~----~---'··,;:,.~---
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COlJNTY OF BOISE 
Case No. CR-2012-01701 
MEMORAt"l\JDUM DECISION 
Ai"I\JTI ORDER RE: MOTION 
TO SUPPRESS 
The felony Driving While Under the Influence of Alcohol ("DUI") charge involves, in 
part, a blood draw. The Defendant, Kirk Charlson ("Charlson") seeks to suppress evidence of 
the blood draw based upon a recent United States Supreme Court decision, Missouri v. 
McNeely, 133 S. Ct. 1552 (2013). For the reasons discussed below, the Court will deny the 
motion to suppress. 
Background and Prior Proceedings 
In an Information filed on February 25, 2013, the State ofidaho charged Charlson with 
a felony charge of DUI, Idaho Code § 18-8004, a misdemeanor charge for Possession of an 
Unlm71,ful Container, Idaho Code§ 23-505, and infractions charges for Failure to Register 
Vehicle, Idaho Code § 49-401, and Failure to Maintain Insurance, Idaho Code § 49-1229. 
Charlson was arraigned on March 14, 2013. He pleaded not guilty and the matter was set for a 
jury trial. 
17, 
2 of Missouri holding that the dissipation of alcohol the bloodstream is not in all cases, aper 
3 se exigency justifying conducting a blood test without a warrant. Missouri v. McNeely, 133 S. 
4 Ct. 1552 (2013). Charlson filed a motion to suppress based upon the Court's holding in 
5 McNeely on May 21, 2013. The motion is supported by a memorandum, and while there is a 
s lengthy discussion of the "facts", no affidavits were submitted. The State filed an opposition 
, on June 6, 2013. The State also has a lengthy discussion of "facts", but no affidavits were 
a submitted. 
9 The motion to suppress was noticed for a hearing on June 13, 2013. District Kathryn 
10 A. Sticklen presided. David J. Smethers appeared and argued for Charlson. Deputy Boise 
u County Prosecuting Attorney Jay Rosenthal appeared and argued for the State. No 
12 evidence was presented although the parties agreed to a number of stipulations. The Court has 
13 a transcript of that hearing and has reviewed the transcript. The parties stipulated that in June 
14 2012, there was no procedure for the Boise County Sheriffs office to utilize Ada County 
15 Magistrates to obtain warrants for a blood draw in a Boise County DUI case; that there was no 
1 s cell phone coverage in the vicinity of the crash; and that the investigating officer had to 
1 7 remain at the scene to conduct the investigation. Other than these stipulations, the parties 
a relied upon the briefing on file with the Court. 
19 The State also relied upon a June 12, 2013 decision by Boise County Magistrate Judge 
2 o Cockerille denying a motion to suppress the results of a blood draw in a misdemeanor case, 
2:1 State of Idaho v. David T Sargent, Case No. CR-2013-0226 (Order Denying Motion to 
22 Suppress entered June 13, 2013). Charlson filed a supplemental opposition on July 8, 2013. 





























a statement set 
These "facts" are not supported by reference to any testimony, or for that matter to any police 
report. This is highly unusual. Additionally, neither side objects to the facts as set forth by 
the other, or to the absence of any testimony to support the statement of "facts". The parties 
have not presented any evidence or testimony relating to the facts. The Court does not 
believe that this is an appropriate way to frame the facts in this, or in any other, case. 
However, as explained below, in this case, the Court concludes that there is basic agreement 
on the limited facts essential to this decision. 
To obtain some better understanding of the case background, the Court requested and 
received police report material from the State consisting of a 2 page June 17, 2012 probable 
cause statement by Deputy T atilian; a 5 page Incident Summary; photographs taken from the 
scene of the crash; an evidence form for the blood kit evidence; a Lifeloc certification for 
Deputy Tatilian; a Lifeloc printout showing a BAC (breath) of .117; a printout from the 
Lifeloc Instrument Operations Log; Idaho State Police Certificates for Simulator Solutions for 
Lot Nos. 11105 and 12801; an Idaho State Police certification regarding Lifeloc Instrument 
No. 90205127; a "KQ" printout and NCIC printout for Charlson; Idaho State Police Affidavit 
and Lab Result relating to Charlson's blood showing alcohol concentration of 0.102 
grams/100 cc. of blood+/- 5.94%; records relating to a 2004 DUI for Charlson, Case No. 
M0413371; and records relating to a 2005 DUI for Charlson, Case No. M0511327. 
From these submissions, it appears that there was a collision involving 2 motorcycles 


























was the one and Deputy 
an odor of alcohol coming from Charlson. Charlson said his registration and 
insurance were in the saddle bags. Deputy Tatilian found a cooler containing four empty beer 
cans in the saddle bags. Charlson admitted consuming 2 beers. An ambulance arrived for 
Charlson and the medical staff prepared him for a Life Flight to St. Luke's hospital in Boise. 
At the scene, Charlson agreed to a breath test and provided one sample which tested at .117. 1 
At the hospital in Boise, Charlson provided a blood sample which was tested at O .102 above 
the legal limit of 0.080. The officer did not obtain a search warrant for the blood draw. 
Discussion 
The Fourth Amendment to the United States Constitution and Article I,§ 17 of the 
Idaho Constitution protect persons from "unreasonable searches and seizures." Drawing 
blood from an DUI suspect implicates these constitutional protections. State v. De Witt, 145 
Idaho 709, 711-12, 184 P.3d 215, 217-18 (Ct. App. 2008) (citing Schmerber v. California, 
384 U.S. 757, 767, 86 S.Ct. 1826, 1834 (1966); see also, State v. Worthington, 138 Idaho 470, 
472, 65 P.3d 211,213 (Ct. App. 2002)). A search conducted without a warrant is 
presumptively unreasonable. Dewitt, 145 Idaho at 712, 184 P.3d at 218 (citing Schmerber, 384 
U.S. at 770, 86 S.Ct. at 1835; State v. Curtis, 106 Idaho 483,488, 680 P.2d 1383, 1388 (Ct. 
App. 1984)). 
1 According to Charlson, the State has conceded that the results of this test would not be admissible at trial. 



























overcome state bears the burden 
prerequisites. state must prove that a warrantless search 
well-recognized exception to the warrant requirement. State v. Diaz, 
300, 302, 160 P.3d 739, 741 (2007). Second, the state must show that even if 
the search is permissible under an exception to the warrant requirement, it must 
still be reasonable in light of all of the other surrounding circumstances. Id. 
DeWitt, 145 Idaho 709, 712, 184 P.3d 215,218. Since the State did not obtain a search 
warrant in this case, the State has the burden of demonstrating that there is a valid exception 
to the warrant requirement. DeWitt, 145 Idaho at 712, 184 P.3d at 218; see also, State v. 
Wheeler, 149 Idaho 364, 370, 233 P.3d 1286, 1292 (Ct. App. 2010). 
The State argues that consent is a well-recognized exception to the warrant 
requirement. The Court agrees. In the Court's view, the consent issue is controlled by the 
Idaho Supreme Court's decision in State v. Diaz, 144 Idaho 300 (2007). In Diaz, an officer 
had reasonable grounds to suspect that a driver was impaired. The facts did not involve death 
or serious injury. The driver refused a breath test. The officer transported the driver to a 
hospital where blood was drawn by a hospital technician. The driver did not physically resist, 
but protested the blood draw. The Supreme Court found that the blood tests results were 
obtained pursuant to Idaho's implied consent law, Idaho Code§ 18-8002(1). The Court ruled 
under this law, the officer had the choice to require either breath testing or a blood draw as 
long as the procedure was done in a medically acceptable manner and without unreasonable 
force. 
In this case, the Court will find that the officer had reason to suspect that Charlson had 
been impaired while driving. According to the other driver, Charlson lost control of his 
motorcycle. He emitted an odor of alcohol. There were empty beer containers in his saddle 
bag. Charlson admitted consuming alcohol and he provided a breath sample that was over the 





























was done. parties 
Court, absent any other evidence, to 
manner and without unreasonable force. 
was at a IS 
that it was done in a medically acceptable 
Based upon Diaz, the Court will deny the motion to suppress. 
The Court recognizes that the main thrust of the motion to suppress is the recent 
McNeely decision which determined that the dissipation of alcohol does not justify per se 
exigency so as to allow for warrantless blood draws in all DUI cases. However, the State does 
not need multiple exceptions to the warrant requirement in order to defeat the motion to 
suppress. Moreover, after a review of the McNeely decision, the Court finds that nothing in 
that decision contradicts or overrules Diaz; McNeely was not decided on the grounds of 
implied consent. As a result, the Court ,vill decline to reach the issue of exigency. For future 
guidance to the State, the Court v\-1.ll require a thorough and detailed record of the 
circumstances which would justify application of the exigent circumstances exception to 
warrant requirement in a DUI case involving a blood draw. The State has failed to make such 
a record in this case. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 







I hereby that on the :;;;2,._ 
correct copy of the within instrument to: 
JAY F. ROSENTHAL 
BOISE COUNTY PROSECUTOR'S OFFICE 
406 MONTGOMERY 
PO BOX 186 
IDAHO CITY, ID 83631-0186 
DAVID J. SMETHERS 
a BOISE COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
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Clerk of the District Court 
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District Court- Thursday, August 8, 2013 - Judge Patrick H Owen, presiding6B-COURTROOM 
Time Speaker . . :.:-Note . · , . . ·: 
11 : 16:41 AM)Motion Hearing CR-
12012-1701 State v Kirk 
i M Charlson - Judge 
j Patrick H Owen - Chief 
: Dpty Prosecutor Jay 
! Rosenthal - Defense 
!Atty David Smethers -
[NO COURT , 
jREPORTER - Clerk Lisa i 
jlondon 





l ; i 
11 :16:44 AM:Honorable Patrick H !CALL OF THE CASE 
JOwen ; 
11 :16:48 AM David Smethers idef in cody, wyoming. truck broke down and was trying to 
I make it but appears he has not made it. asks 
j continuance 
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11 :17:36 AM /Honorable Patrick H 
!Owen 
11 :17:51 AMfrosenthal jpossibility of resolution 
11: 18:03 AM:Honorable Patrick H jdenied motion to suppress in july. 
:Owen : 
11 :18:48 AMirosenthal !waived speedy trial 
11 :18:57 AMiHonorable Patrick H ifaiiure to appear takes care of speedy trial issue. 
!Owen Jappreciate that he has had vehicle trouble in another state 
jbut don't feel his absence forfeit bond and issue bw for 
. l 1 k. will consider voluntary appearance at my next court 
i idate j 
11 :21 :00 AMismethers ibecause of felony wart 
11:21:13AMiHonorable Patrick H i 
jOwen i 
1_1 _:_21_:25_AMirosentha1 ................................................. .J. ...................................... .................................................................................................. ................................................. .. 
11 :21 :29 AM :Honorable Patrick H /will take matter up as voluntary appearance if he can 
/Owen jappear before. 
11 :22:03 AMiend i 
8/8/2013 1 of 1 
Distric Court September 12, 2013 Honorable Patrick H Owen, presiding 6B-COURTROOM 
1
111 :35:18 AMjVoluntary Appearance 
, lCR-2012-1701 State v 
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I jKirk.M Charlson - Judge 
: 1 Patrick H Owen - Chief 
J Dpty Prosecutor Jay 
! Rosenthal - Defense 
!Atty David Smethers -
!COURT REPORTER 
• Roxanne Patchell -




I 1 i I 
( .......................................................................................................................... 1 ............................................................................................................................................................................................. 1' 
f 11 :35:22 AM:Honorable Patrick H CALL OF THE CASE. reviews file. 
I !Owen J l 
r 
........................................... · ................................................................................. · ............................................................................................................................................................................................. .l 
, 11 :37:09 AM/smethers lfequest back on jt calendar l 
r 
........................................... ; ................................................................................. : ............................................................................................................................................................................................... j 
11 :37:21 AM:rosenthal )speedy waived may 9. l .......................................... ,: ................................................................................. ;-.............................................................................................................................................................................................. 1 
11 :37:56 AMi Uan 2, 2014 for jt, ptc on 12/12 for ptc [·f 1 ·:-39: 0·1 ·· AM jend ..................................................................... i ............................................................................................................................................................................................... i 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF TI-ill FOURIB JT.JDTCJAf., DISTRICT lN AND FOR 
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COMES NOW the defendant, by and through his attorney of record, and submits 
the follovving: 
WITNESS: 
Tambra A. Hunter 
EXHIBITS: 
None. 
David J. Smethe 
Attorney for Defendant 
ws of no felony record for these witness. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE: This certifies that a true and correct copy of the 
above and forgoing instrument was: __ Mailed; ~ __ Hand Delivered, to: 
County Proseci...'tor; 
DEFENDANT'S WITNESS AND EXHIBIT LIST Page 1 of 2 
DEPUTY 
SEP-1 -2013(5UN) 13:09 Sa az & Gatewood. PLLC ( F RX) 3361263 P 002/002 
Dated this / L day o~, 2013. 
D6;;:;d9-:::.'----------------
DEFENDANT'S WITNESS AND EXHIBIT LIST Page 2 of2 
Recorded In Book---Page-
Filed SEP . 3 0 2013 
N 
_ jJ ~-co_._c1e_rk--=~;:;:;::: 
DISTRfflFc:::::::? DEPUTY 
ESTATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BOISE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, I Case No. CR 2012 1701 
I 
V. I SCHEDULING ORDER 
KIRK CHARLSON, 
Defendant. 
• This matter came before the court on September 12, 2013 for an entry of plea of 
the above named Defendant. 
The Defendant entered a plea of not guilty and requested a jury trial. The 
court instructed the clerk to enter the plea of not guilty into the court minutes. 
Pursuant to !CR 12 and ICR 18 the court hereby orders that the attorneys 
and Defendant shall comply with the following scheduling order: 
1) JURY TRIAL DATE: The two (2) day jury trial of this action shall 
commence before this court on January 2, 2014, at 9:00 a.m. Trial 
schedule will be 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Counsel and the defendant shall 
be present at 8:30 a.m. on the first day of trial. 
2) PRE-TRIAL CONFERENCE: Counsel for the parties and the Defendant 
shall appear before this court on December 12, 2013, at 10:00 a.m. for 
the pre-trial conference. Counsel shall be prepared to discuss settlement 
possibilities pursuant to ICR 18. Failure of the Defendant to appear at this 
pre-trial conference will result in a forfeiture of bail and a bench warrant 
shall be issued by the court. 
Each party shall be required to serve on all other parties and file 
with the Court a complete list of exhibits and witnesses in accordance with 
I.R.C.P. 16(h). Exhibit and witness lists shall also be submitted to the 
Court via email at ahunt@adaweb.net. 
SCHEDULING ORDER - page 1 of 2 
JURY INSTRUCTIONS: parties 
instructions to the court on or before the 
proposed 
conference. It is sufficient 
for the parties to identify unmodified pattern instructions by number. 
Requested instructions shall also be submitted to the Court via email at 
mtaylor@adaweb.net. 
4) SANCTIONS: Failure to comply with this order will subject a party or its 
attorney to appropriate sanctions, including but not limited to, costs, and 
reasonable attorney fees and jury costs. A party may be excused from 
strict compliance with any provisions of this Order only upon showing 
good cause. 
5) CONTINUANCES: The court will not grant continuances unless good 
cause exists and all the ~r:}_es
1
waive their right to speedy trial. 
DATED this ~D day of~~2013. 
TRICK H. OWEN 
;st::dge 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on this ~day of October, 2013 I mailed (served) a 
true and correct copy of the within instrument to: 
[ Jay Rosenthal 
I BOISE COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
PO BOX 186 
IDAHO CITY ID 83631 
SCHEDULING ORDER- page 2 of 2 
[ David J Smethers 
~METHERS LAW OFFICE 
1000 S. ROOSEVELT ST 
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STATE OF IDAHO, 
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Case No. CR-2012-01701 
AMENDED 
INFORMATION 
f ; 2013 
IAN W. GEE I JAY F. ROSENTHAL, Prosecuting Attorney/Deputy Prosecuting 
Attorney, in and for the County of Boise, State of Idaho, who in the name and by the 
authority of the State, prosecutes in its behalf, comes now into District Court of the County 
of Boise, and states that KIRK M. CHARLSON is accused by this Information of the 
crimes of: COUNT I, OPERATING A MOTOR VEHICLE WHILE UNDER THE 
INFLUENCE OF ALCOHOL AND/OR DRUGS (THIRD OFFENSE WITHIN 10 
YEARS), Idaho Code §18-8004, §18-8005(6), Felony, COUNT II, POSSESSION OF 
AN OPEN CONTAL~ER OF ALCOHOL IN A MOTOR VEHICLE, Idaho Code 
§23-505, Misdemeanor, COlJNT III, FAILURE TO REGISTER CAR, Idaho Code 
§49-401, Infraction, and COUNT IV, FAILURE TO MAINTAIN INSURANCE, 





That CHARLSON, on or 1 
2012, in the County Boise, State of Idaho, did drive a motor vehicle, to-wit: a black 
Yamaha motorcycle, bearing Idaho State License number :rvfMXl 18, on or at Idaho State 
Highway 52, milepost 54, while impaired by alcohol and/or drugs, and/or with an alcohol 
concentration of .08 or more, to-wit: approximately 0.102, as shown by an analysis of his 
blood, a felony, in violation of Idaho Code Sections 18-8004, 18-8005( 6), and against the 
power, peace and dignity of the State of Idaho. 
COUNTil 
POSSESSION OF AN OPEN CONTAINER OF ALCOHOL 
IN A MOTOR VEHICLE 
Idaho Code §23-505, Misdemeanor 
That the Defendant, KIRK M. CHARLSON, on or about the 11th day of June, 
2012, in the County of Boise, State of Idaho, did willfully and unlawfully possess an 
open container of beer in a motor vehicle located or being driven upon Idaho State 
Highway 52, milepost 54. 
COUNTID 
FAILURE TO REGISTER CAR 
Idaho Code §49-401, Infraction 
That the Defendant, KIRK M. CHARLSON, on or about the 11th day of June, 2012, in 
the County of Boise, State of Idaho, did operate a motor vehicle, to-wit: a black Yamaha 
motorcycle bearing Idaho License number MMXI 18, at or about Idaho State Highway 52, 
milepost 54, while he did not have in his possession or in the vehicle, a valid registration 
card for the vehicle. 
COUNT IV 
FAILURE TO MAINTAIN INSURANCE 
Idaho Code §49-1229, Infraction 
That the Defendant, KIRK M. CHARLSON, on or about the 11th day of June, 
2012, in the County of Boise, State of Idaho, operator and owner of a vehicle in Idaho, to-
wit: a black Yamaha motorcycle bearing Idaho License number MMX118, at or about 
Idaho State Highway 52, milepost 54, and failed to provide insurance against loss for 
bodily injury or death or da..'Tiage to propert<; suffered by any person caused by use of the 
afore mentioned vehicle in an amount not less than that required by section 49-117, Idaho 
Code, and failed to demonstrate the existence of any other coverage required by this title 
or a certificate of self insurance pursuant to section 49-1224, Idaho Code. 
(KIRKM. CHARLSON), 2 
commit acts Defendant 
heretofore pled guilty to or been found guilty of at least two or more violations of 
Operating a Motor Vehicle Wnile Under the Influence of Alcohol, a felony, pursuant to 
Section 18-8004 of the Idaho Code, or substantially confonning statute of another 
jurisdiction within ten (10) years from the 11th day of June, 2012, to-wit: 
On or about the 30th day of March, 2005, the Defendant, under the name of KIRK 
M. CHARLSON, pled guilty to or was found guilty of the crime of Operating a Motor 
Vehicle \Vhile Under the Influence of Alcohol and/or Drugs, a Misdemeanor, in the 
Magistrate Court, of the Fourth Judicial District of the State of Idaho, in and for the County 
of Ada, Case Number M0413371; and 
On or about the 5ili day of December, 2006, the Defendant, under the name of KIRK 
CHARLSON, pled guilty to or was found guilty of the crime of Operating a Motor Vehicle 
\Vhile Under the Influence of Alcohol, in the Magistrate Court, of the Fourth Judicial 
District of the State ofidaho, in and for the County of Ada, Case Number M0511327; 
All of which is contrary to the form, force, and effect of the statutes in such case 
made and provided, and against the peace and dignity of the State of Idaho. 
Pursuant to Rule 7(b ), Idaho Criminal Rules, the following is a list of all witnesses insofar 







BOISE COUNTY SHERIFF'S OFFICE 
ISP FORENSICS 
BOISE COUNTY SHERIFF'S OFFICE 






**All reports disclosed are incorporated by reference and any individuals named in 
such reports may be called as witnesses. ** Any photographs, video or audio listed are 
available for your review at the Boise County Prosecutor's office through appointment at 
(208)392-4485. In the event you would request a copy, please provide this office with the 
necessary tape. 
AMENDED INFORMATION (KIRK M. CHA.RLS01''), Page 3 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this /</ ~ day of Ot:!..Jok,e_ , 20 /3, I caused 
to be served a true copy of the foregoing document by the method indicated below, and 
addressed to each of the following: 
U.S. MAIL HAND DELIVERED l-'rELECOPY 
POSTAGE PREPAID 
Dave Smethers 
Attorney at Law 
1000 S. Roosevelt 
Boise, ID 83705 
IANW. GEE 
Boise County Prosecuting Attorney 
406 Montgomery Street 
Idaho City, Idaho 83631 
INFORMATION (KIRK M. CHARLSON), Page 4 
District Court Thursday, December 12, 2013 Honorable Darla Williamson, 6B-COURTROOM 
1
'11:52:10 AMjPretrial CR-2012-1701 . 
• State V Kirk M • 
I
I Jc~~rleson - Jud~e Darla! 
:W1li1amson - Chief Dpty , 
I
, j Prosecutor Jay · 
i Rosenthal - Defense 
1 !Atty David Smethers -
I COURT REPORTER 
I :~::s~~n~~~ich - Clerk 
1T{:·si':··1·:f·;;:rvr•·H·a·ri·a·r-ahie .. t5a.ria ............................ :'cAiI ... oi= ... tH'i~: .. ·cAsf: ..... ii{ii'i ... sfiif'a .. ~ia°?' ..................................................................... Jl 
. Williamson / Tr·si"s·2 .. AM Ismethe·r:s .................................................. h;-e·s···· ............................................................................................................................................................................... l 
.......................................... ? ................................................................................. ! ............................................................................................................................................................................................... ! 
111:53:01AM1end • 
I. ' ' 
13 
District Court Jury Trial January 2, 2014 Judge Owen, presiding Kasey Re<6B-COURTROOM 
9:02:29 AM :Jury Trial CR-2012-1701:present w/atty 
iState v Kirk M ' 
JCharleson - Judge 
[Patrick H Owen - Chief 
JDeputy Prosecutor Jay 
: Rosenthal - Defense 
:Atty David Smethers -
:court Reporter Kasey-
• Redlich - Clerk Lisa 
•London • I 
............................................................................................................................. : ............................................................................................................................................................................................... 11 
9:03:30 AM Honorable Patrick Owen call of case. explains process to prospective jurors. 
! Prospective jurors sworn. j 
9:21 :25 AM jHonorable Patrick Owen /questions prospective jurors I 
.. "§':22·:·irAKif'fri·:r······ ................................................................ ikn·o·ws ... G.e·e·····--··--·--·············· .............................................................................................................................. J 
........................................... .; ................................................................................. , ............................................................................................................................................................................................... I 
9:22:51 AM J110 /Knows Gee 
1 
............................................ i, ................................................................................. , .............................................................................................................................................................................................. . 
9:23:05 AM !264 ]Knows Gee 
... 9:23_:.1.3.AMj9o ...................................................................... ..J.Knows .. Gee_ ..................................................................................................................................................... ..l 
... ::~~.;~~ .. ;~ .. i.~.~~ .................................................................... i.~~~:: .. ~:: ........................................................................................................................................................ 1 
9:23:36 AM /142 \Knows Gee 
r·············· ............................. .; ................................................................................. c .............................................................................................................................................................................................. . 
I
, 9:24:00 AM JHonorable Patrick Owen !knows him from HOA 
: Discussion w/82 : 
' ... §:·2·s·:'6:'.(AKift°i:fo·ri·or·aEie ... PafricI··owen·l'biv·o·;:ce .. Tawye·;:--·--····--······----··· ...................................................................................................................... j 
l Discussion w/110 · 
1 1 
I 
9:25:53 AM ·Honorable Patrick Owen tfinancial relationship 
!discussion w/264 I l 
' ' j 
•••••••••••••"'""'""""'""""'""'"'""'"'"l""''"'"'""'"""'"''''"'"'"""'""'•"'••"•"•'"•••"•"••••••••"'""'"""''""""••!•••.o••••••••.,••••""•••••••••••••••••••••••n•••"••••••••»•••••"•••••••••••••••"•••"•"•"••00 ••"'""'"""•"• 0 "'"'•"••••••••"••••00•••••••••""""""''""""'"'"'""""""•••••••••••"'""'' 
9:27:08 AM :Honorable Patrick Owen known personally 




Honorable Patrick Owen:association with school dist. 
........................................... discussion .. w/1· 1·3 ......................... J ............................................................................................................................................................................................... 
1
l 
9:28: 10 AM J Honorable Patrick Owen! business relationship 
]discussion w/122 ! j 
. . 
9:28:39 AM ·Honorable Patrick Owen /business and personal relationship. wife worked on his 
, jdiscussion w/142 jelection campaign l 
l ........................................... 1.. .............................................................................. .:.. ............................................................................................................................................................................................. 1 
1
1 9:29:49 AM jHonorable Patrick Owen knows Gee from HOA l 
Jdiscussion w/126 • l 
I ' , 
1 1 
District Court Jury Trial January 2, 2014 Judge Owen, presiding Kasey Rec6B-COURTROOM 
/ 9:30:53 AM /Honorable Patrick Owen /questions prospective jurors 
1
· .. e:Ir·s":3···p;Jif:Fki'ri.ori5"ie···Pafrfci<··owenfr,as···ri·:ia···cri·a·rg·e;-s···iirid ... a-o·es·ri"if'ffi<e···Pfi ....................................................................  
I /discussion w/90 / 
f ........................................... ; ................................................................................. ; ............................................................................................................................................................................................... i 
I 9:32:20 AM !Honorable Patrick Owen jexcuses #90 l 
l ........................................... 0, ................................................................................ 1 ............................................................................................................................................................................................... l 
f 9:3?:58 AM •Honorable Patrick Owen questions prospective jurors 
( ........................................... 1 ................................................................................. : ........................................................................................................................................................................................... ...1 
I 9:35:54 AM !Jay Rosenthal witness list submitted at ptc had additional witnesses l 
! • j 
... §'jEf.6s··AKii .... H.ci'ri"o·r·ahie ... P.africk·owein"j'i ... hav·e ... fri.at'. ...... co"r,ifriues ... ques·1kiri·s .. 't'o ... p;:·;;·s·pect1ve"}L:i·r·o·;:s ............... I 
L. .. 9:.3f':3'i3 ... fiiif'ijay"·Ras·entfi'af ................................ i.R:a"chei"·~-c;ti'e·r;-.. radcT°Efaidw\'ni .. fra·nk .. serite·ri ... a.rid ... M.ei'fs·s·a ........ l 
: )Siebel will not be called i 
............................................................................................................................. , ............................................................................................................................................................................................... 1 
9:38:03 AM /Honorable Patrick OwenUudge asks if anyone knows wits I 
... 9:js·:Tt .. Arvr/H_·;;·;,·o·;i~'ie ... rafrick·bwen·jkri·o·ws ... cari:e·;:· .. c5uke ................................................................................................................................ l 
rd1scuss1on w/\11 I . I 
... 9:·3s.)f:;('J~:rJ .. iI=ro·n·o·;:·ahie ... Pai'ri'ck·owe·n .. ikn·o·ws ... M.eTis.sa ... s'fe5er· ....................................................................................................................... , 
Jdiscussion w/150 j l 
1· .. g·:'3·g·:·:z"s ... AM .. iFi'an·orahie ... P.afri'ck·6wen·i·i<:ri·;;·w .. s·om·e ... ortFi'e· .. aer·ut\'es ... an,fwo·;Ie·crwitFi ... the ... peci'i:i.ie .. on·1 
/ !discussion w/121 \the ambulance ! 
f ........................................... : ................................................................................. : ............................................................................................................................................................................................... ,l 
1 9:40:10 AM [Honorable Patrick Owen/know deputies and ambulance crew 
!discussion w/85 · l 
' 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••--••••••J••••••••••••• .. ••••••••••••••••••••••o•••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••,<<oH•••••O•••••••••••••••HoOO>O•o••••••••>>•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• .. •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••>o<o••••H••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
9:40:33 AM \ Honorable Patrick Owen \questions prospective jurors 
........................................... 1 ................................................................................. / ..............................................................................................................................................................................................  
9:41 :33 AM /Honorable Patrick Owen !regarding dui from other county 
ldiscussion w/96 • 
I • • . . I 
1 ........................................... 1 ................................................................................ J ..............................................................................................................................................................................................  
9:42:36 AM iHonorable Patrick Owen /has prior charge(s) l 
jdiscussion w/185 J l 
.......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... ..l 
9:43: 13 AM / Honorable Patrick Owen /questions prospective jurors I 
........................................... ; ................................................................................ ,: ............................................................................................................................................................................................... ! 
I 9:43:22 AM !H.onora?ie Patrick Owen [economic hardship , 
i jd1scuss1on w/262 ! l 
I : i I , .......................................... ,: ................................................................................. : ............................................................................................................................................................................................... 1 
l 9:44:30 AM !Honorable Patrick Owen \excuse 262. 1 
' ' ' l 
l .......................................... 1 ............................................................................... .:.. ............................................................................................................................................................................................. 1 
I 9:45:29 AM j Honorable Patrick Owen! I 
[· .. g: 45: 55 ··AM .. J recess ........................................................... j ............................................................................................................................................................................................. j 
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10:00:05 AM(back on record ! 
i 10:00: 11 AMT Honorable Patrick Owen j 
1
-.......................................... .!. .................... " .......................................................... : ............................................................................................................................................................................................... 1· 
10:00:28 AM/Ian Gee :questions prospective jurors 
110:15:27 AMdan Gee !pass panel for cause 
r···········································.--···············································································.-······························································································ .. ·······································•·•······························ .. ·········•····•·•··· 
f 10: 15:30 AM (David Smethers questions prospective jurors 
l.1. o:.28:0.1 ... AM.i David .. smethers .............................. pass .. panel .. for .cause ......................................................................................................................... J 
/ 10:28:04 A~kHonorable Patrick Owen I explains final selection process j 
.............................................................................................................................. , ............................................................................................................................................................................................. J 
110:47:39 AMiHonorable Patrick Owen/asks Smethers to writejuror#'s on form. l 
r ........................................... 1. ............................................................................... J ........................................................................................................................................................................................... ...1 
110:49: 13 AM/ Honorable Patrick Owen :will call names of those selected. j 
f 
I I l 
.......................................... ) ................................................................................. /. .............................................................................................................................................................................................. 1' 
_ 10:52:37 AM/Ian Gee :agrees to panel , ............................................................................................................................ , ............................................................................................................................................................................................... 1 
'10:52:43 AM)David Smethers (agrees to panel 
10:52:48 AMIHonorable Patrick Owen]will have panel sworn and excuse rest. will take short l 
• !recess l 
.......................................... .' ................................................................................. , ............................................................................................................................................................................................... !' 
10:54:41 AM:recess • ........................................... ' ................................................................................. ' ............................................................................................................................................................................................... ! 
10:56:49 AM\back on record ! 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••:•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••-.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••"•••.,•••:••••••••-*• .. n• .. ••• .. , .. ,••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.,••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••"•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
10: 56: 54 AM j Honorable Patrick Owen )witness exclusion in effect. 
. ' 
........................................... l... .............................................................................. L. ............................................................................................................................................................................................ j 
110:57:28 AM: Ian Gee : nothing further for instructions 
/: ~··~;•:~ ~~ ! ~~~~r:b~:~:i~a,owenf :~:~eris;;-ue·cameupaur1ngvo1rdire-smethers. i am···· 
1 i /not going to instruct on impairment issue this is on an I j Jover-limit issue. get me amended information if you 
110:59:23 AMjDavid Smethers jhave amended information filed Oct. 16, 2013 
11 :00:02 AMI Honorable Patrick Owen jok, we're fine I 
1 l 
........................................... .;. ................................................................................. ( .................................•............................... ., .. ""·····································--········· .. ··························································'"········ 
11 :00:11 AM:David Smethers :motion in limine about lifeioc results 
11 :00:23 AMtHonorable Patrick Owen !satisfied. 
f ........................................... 1 ................................................................................. : ............................................................................................................................................................................................... 1 
1·Ii·•·!~• i~··;~ i ~:~:~:~::~;;i::~::j;;s~;::;~-~:-;:J:~- ~-:::-t:::·::;:~;~f~;~;::-,:::::·J 
f .......................................... 1 ................................................................................ .:.. ............................................................................................................................................................................................. 1 
111 :27 :48 AM :Jay Rosenthal /Opening statement l 
r5:~::::~TA~::~~T~:~:~i~:::~0.~~E.~:~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::J?.:e:~:~:;:~:~:::~i:~:f.~:~:~0(:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::1 
·11:34:57 AM:Jay Rosenthal calls Tatillian · 
(:~::~::::~~~:~~:E~E!:~:f.B.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::/:~:~~~~~J~:::~~~~~'.:~::~H6~:~~:::¥.:~:;::::~:ei1:::~:?.:~~:~::!~~!:!I.!:~:~:::::::::::::::::::::::::j 
1
11 :35:40 AM/jay Rosenthal Direct examination i 
f 55:::~ti?.?.::A~T~:~:j;:~:::~:~:~~E.~:~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::i:ss.:~J~:?.~i?0~/?.:~:~:~~~i~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::1 
, 11:37:27 AM/jay Rosenthal !will go back l Tf·:rf.4Ef"J.)viTr5;ii"vicfs·metFie·rs ............................. i.65Te"r~tfo·n·~·rei"eiv·a·ri'ce ............................................................................................................................. , 
5 
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111 :41 :53 AM j Honorable Patrick Owen The Court overrules the objection l 
1 .......................................... .:. .............................................................................. ..1. .............................................................................................................................................................................................. J 
f 11 :42:02 AMjJay Rosenthal :continues Direct examination. move to admit #1 I 
1 ........................................... L. .............................................................................. : ............................................................................................................................................................................................... ll 
[ 11 :44:24 AM Honorable Patrick Owen [exhibit 1 admitted w/o objection l 
f
l···········································:·················································································! .....................................................................•........................................................•.•...•...........•..................................•.......... .l 
, 11 :44:30 AM/Jay Rosenthal [move to admit exhibit 2 as annotated I 
i-•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••:••••••••••••,.•--••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••'.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••"'""''""'"""""""""''••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••"••••"'"""""""""""""'""""""""""""""""''"""'"""'"•••••••••"""""'""""""••••<•so•• 
j 11 :46:24 AM David Smethers objection 
r-··········································.············ ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ , 
/ 11 :46:30 AMJHonorable Patrick Owen /offering as exhibit as relevant at time? l 
, ............................................................................................................................. ; ............................................................................................................................................................................................... ! 
111 :46:39 AM)ay Rosenthal que~tions wit #1 regarding time of photo. move to admit l 
l : :again 
I 11 :47:22 AM jHonorable Patrick Owen !admit exhibit 2 w/o objection 
l ............................................................................................................................. i ............................................................................................................................................................................................. .. 
[ 11 :47:38 AM !Jay Rosenthal ! Direct examination. move to admit exhibit #3 as l 
I • : annotated ' 
f ........................................... : ................................................................................ .! ............................................................................................................................................................................................... , 
/ 11 :48:47 AM/Honorable Patrick Owen !exhibit 3 admitted w/o objection 
1 
[.1 .. 1.:.48:56 .. AM!Jay .. Rosenthal ............................... ..J.Direct .. examination ................................................................................................................................ . 
/ 11 :49:37 AM David Smethers fObjection-leading the witness 
l, 11 :49:40 AM.Honorable Patrick Owen iThe Court sustains the objection 
111 :49:45 AM /Jay Rosenthal Direct examination · 
f ........................................... : ................................................................................. : ............................................................................................................................................................................................... l 
f 11: 50:20 AM: David Smethers !Objection-vague question l ........................................... : ................................................................................. : ............................................................................................................................................................................................... 1 
: 11 :50:31 AM Honorable Patrick Owen wit can answer if he understands it l 
l ........................................... L. ............................................................................ ..i. .............................................................................................................................................................................................. l 
111 :50:41 AM !Jay Rosenthal I Direct examination l 
L ........................................... .; ................................................................................. ; ............................................................................................................................................................................................... J 
I 11: 50:43 AM! David Smethers ! Objection-argumentative 
r·••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••<>••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••············--·······••(•••••••0000•>••••00000•••••••••••••••••••oHOOOO.O>OO>>>>>»>>O<OOOOOOO>O<O>>>o•o00o0>0•000o>>00>0•>00000>>>>>••••••••••••••>>>>00>0>000><>><000>•oo00>>>00000WOoooOO<OO .... OO>>>>>O>HOOO,OOOO 
111 :50:49 AM\Honorable Patrick Owen The Court overrules the objection ! 
I : : . l I . . , ........................................... : ................................................................................ .: ............................................................................................................................................................................................... ,· 
I 11 :50:56 AMlDavid Smethers Objection-foundation 
, ........................................... : ................................................................................. :-.............................................................................................................................................................................................. , 
11 :51 :03 AM:Jay Rosenthal :questions wit #1 establishing foundation. move to admit I' 
i [exhibit 4 
........................................... ,1, ................................................................................. i .. •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• .. ••••••••••••••••• ....................................................................................................................................... . 
111 :52:29 AMjHonorable Patrick Owen admit exhibit 4 w/o objection l 
I
I ] i 
1
.1.1.:.52: 34 .. AM j Jay .. Rosenthal .................................... Direct .. exami.nation ............................................................................................... : ........... . 
11: 53: 51 AM i David Smethers Objection-foundation, reserve right to confrontation 
, 11: 54:07 AM j Honorable Patrick Owen /The Court overrules the objection · I 
1r ........................................... ~ ................................................................................. ; ............................................................................................................................................................................................... I 
111 :54:23 AM [Honorable Patrick Owen Direct examination 
I I : l 
11 .. 1.:.E,4: 31 .. AM/ David .. Smethers ............................. Objection-leading .. ths .. witness ............................................................................................ ·ll 
I 11: 54:37 AM! Honorable Patrick Owen The Court sustains the objection I 
f ........................................... ~ ................................................................................. : ............................................................................................................................................................................................... J 
111 :54:44 AM David Smethers /Objection-foundation l 
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111 :54:50 AM/Honorable Patrick Owen/ I 
1;~ :;:;~[e!~~,;:ei;,;~:~::[~~:~;n~~;~~:~d:~:-::J::;:;- -- --- ---- ------- -
I i ! 1TT:.55:.4(5)::rv1Tiay .. Rosenthaf'····--··························1bfreic£examrri·a·tra·ri···· ............................................................................................................................  
f·n··:·55·:2Jf'AKfi5a.vicCsmethe·;i····················· .. ····· ·ohfe.cfian:'ie·a",:ffng .. ih·e··;iin·e·ss·--·······---··········································································-:i 
···········································•·················································································'·······························································································································································································l 
11 :56:31 AMiHonorable Patrick Owen :The Court overrules the objection l 
: j l 
: j l 
/11 :56:36 AMiJay Rosenthal Direct examination 1 ·n··:·igi':'3T.Arvr i t5iii'vfrfsmeihe·;:;;;-·--···························cro·s·s--examiri·a·ffo·;:;···································--·-·······························-···········--···········································---1 
·rf:·5~f--s°Ef-AM.Jts-a·\;-i·crsmetheirs···----·-···················•·mave·fo··sfrike···a;s"··;:;·;·n··;:e·~;-s·c;-ri·s'iv·e···································--·-········--··········-·-····················1 
1 T2":"cfo-:"oif·r·M· i ·~:fon.orahie···F\ifr:rci .. bwen.ith·e···caurCo·v·e·rru'ie·s··the···o·5}edi·o·n···········-·-····································································i 
I i i 
12:00:10 PMfDavid Smethers jcross examination. would like officer to draw on exhibit 4 
, /and move to admit amended exhibit 
f·12:07:2.1 ... PM/Jay .. Rosentha1 .................................. i.no .. objection ..................................................................................................................................................... . 
r.~ .. ~i.~.~i.~.~ ... :.~.r.:.~.:.~.:.~.': ... :.:~.~:.:.~ .. ~.::.~r:.~-~.~~.:t.: ... :'.: .. :.~ .............................................................................................................................................  
112:08:03 PM: David Smethers I that is all I have for this wit at this time 
t·····················--····················•· .. ········· .. ···································································<····················································································--·········· .. ·········· .. ····································································· .. ··-······ 
[
12:08:21 PM!Honorable Patrick Owen jany objections? ! 
........................................ ...: ............................................................................... J ........................................................................................................................................................................................... ..J 
112:08:27 PMiJay Rosenthal \no objection. Re-direct examination I 
12:08:55 PMiDavid Smethers iobjection-hearsay. move to strike and admonish jury I 
, T:i:·osfo4···P·M-ua:;··Ras·eri·thaT ................................. /.s·uEm·tr·········································--··--····················--···········--·············································································-·····I 
t············· .... ··························t·· ............................................................................... : ............................................................................................................................................................................................... I 
112:09:08 PMIHonorable Patrick OwenjThe Court sustains the objection and instructs jury l 
[ .......................................... .:. .............................................................................. J ........................................................................................................................................................................................... ...l 
f.~ .. ?..: .. ~.?..:3..~···~-~-l-~.~Y.. .. ~.?.?~0.!0.~L ................................ }~.~.~9..!.'..:.9.~.--:.~.~.r.r.:.(.~.~-!L?..~: ...... r.r.:.?..~.~---t_?. ... ~.9..r.r.i_i·t···~-~.~-i-~!.! .. ~ ..................................... I 
1;~_;;;:;-~1:;;:::::~:~-~:::/;;::1e:::;:t~:n~;-:;~·;"::_ ---- ---- --- ---i 
T:i:·{;T:'04··-P·MTKfothfn·g·-·ru·rtFi'er ... a.nd···tfi'e···--r-··································-·············-······ .. ··· .. ······ ........................................................................................................................ I 
i witness steps down ' i 
........................................... l ................................................................................. L ............................................................................................................................................................................................ . 
12: 12:08 PM: Honorable Patrick Owen ]orders tatillian to stay in touch. will break for lunch and 
' i reconvene at 130. 
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1 :32:36 PM !Jury Trial CR-2012-17011After lunch 
i State v Kirk M 1 
/Charleson-Judge . 
i Patrick H Owen - Chief , 
/ Deputy Prosecutor Jay 
i Rosentha l - Defense l 
iAtty David Smethers - ! 
i i Court Reporter Kasey j 
I · Redlich - Clerk Lisa j 
I ·London 
I · I 
1··· f 3i 61 · I=>M ···~roria·rahie ·· r·afr,c1<···owen··,·;:·eca"1r;;r;;·;ise·:·· ·· ··· ··· ·· ····· ·· ····· ··· ········· · ·· · ···· ···· · ··········-·······-··· · ····  ····· · · · · ··· ·· ·· · ·· · ··· J 
l ........................................... i .............. .... ............................... ................... ......... 1 ............................................ -...... .......................................... .. .. .......................................................................... ............. .. l 
f ····~·(·~~i·~·~· -;~·· I ·i~{?.~.~~.~~·~1···································/f ;:~~·s;~~i:{r·:·:frness···ii2·:···oeb.ra···Konz'e·i·m·a·n··············-·········· ··········l 
~-·········································· .................................................................................. · ...•.....•.............•.......•...............................................................•..................•.........•...........................••........•.......•.................... 
... 1.: 34·:·1 ·0 .. PM .. / J ay .. Rosenthal .................................. i.Direct_.exami_nation···························································-····························-······································ 
... 1.:36:3.9 __ PM .. 1.David .. Smethers··············································································································-············· ···························································································· 
1 :36:41 PM iJay Rosenthal Direct examination 
1 :37:52 PM ]David Smethers ]Objection-foundation l 
···::r:-3ygg···PKlj~·;;;,·ora'hie···Pafri'ck.6wen··1·the··cour1···ov·e·rri:i'ies···1he···;;b}edi'o·;,··········· ··········································· ·························1 
r 
... 1.: 38.:.o3._PMJ David .. Smethers ......................... Jobjection-foundationObjection-hearsay ............................................................. . 
1: 38: 10 PM I Honorable Patrick Owen/ previously overruled foundation objection 
···; ;: ~~:~· t~:~:,:::~=t~:::=~-~:;~:;;u~~:~~~~~~~~~t;-::Jtt~~)f::;::;:n·- -- - 1 
I I 
1 :39:42 PM /Jay Rosenthal /Direct examination 
1 :40:42 PM i David Smethers Objection-foundationObjection-hearsay 
1 :40:52 PM i Honorable Patrick Owen lThe Court overrules the objections 
........................................... i ................................................................................. :·········-·········-······················································································································-····················································l 
1 :41 :26 PM : Jay Rosenthal : Direct examination l 
···········································>·································································-············<·········································································································································································-·····················l 
.... ~.:.~3.:~.~.?.~ .. : g.~.~.i.9 .... ?.~~~-~.~.r.: ..................... ...... i.~?..~J.~.9.!!.?..~~.r.~1.~.~-~.~.9..~· ...... ~.~.~~ .. ~...9.~.~:!.i.?..~ .......................... ......................................... 1 
1 :43: 1 O PM i Honorable Patrick Owen /go ahead · I 
···r·43·:·fs···r5r0n'ts-iii'vicf'smethe·;:;;;-····························kiuesii'o·ri·s···s1ate\;;-··wit'n·e;-s·s)fi. ...... withcfraw···;I;1ecffa·n·································1 
............................ ..... .... ...... ......................... . ................................. .................... ,.,1 ................. ..................... ... .. . ........ .................................... . ....... . ...... .... ... ............ ....... ................................... .......... . , • .•••••••••.•.• 1 
.... ~.:.~1.:.9..?. ... ~~.J~.~X..~?.~.~.~.~.h..~! ................................... /.e..i.C.~.9.~ ... ~~~.:.1:.!.~.~.!!.?..~ .. ..................................................... .. .......................... ...................... .... .......... : ... l 
1 :45:27 PM : David Smethers :Cross examination 
1 :46:45 PM :Jay Rosenthal l Re-direct examination I 
... 1.: 4 7.: 3.1 ... PM .. pavid .. Smethers ......................... J Objection-leading_.the .. witne.ssObjection-foundation ......................... . 
1:47:39 PM j Honorable Patrick Owen det question be fully asked and then you can object l 
........................................... ' ................................................•................................ ·.····················-·····································································-·············································-·····································-·······-······' 
1 :47:48 PM :Jav Rosenthal :continues Cross examination J 
1 :49:00 PM j N;thing further and the iwit excused I 
1w1tness steps down j 
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1 :49:08 PM :Jay Rosenthal :call officer Jim Kaczmarek r ............................................................................................................................ : ............................................................................................................................................................................................... , 
I 1 :49:30 PM lcierk jswears in state's witness #3, James Kaczmarek l 
................................................................................................................................ ,(···········~ ................................................................................................................ p .................................................................. s 
1l 1 :49:53 PM ]Jay Rosenthal ]Direct examination l ............................................................................................................................. , ............................................................................................................................................................................................... 1 
I 1 :51 :08 PM David Smethers /Objection-leading the witness 
~ ........................................... ,<, ................................................................................. ; .............................................................................................................................................................................................. . 
11 :51: 14 PM I Honorable Patrick Owen The Court overrules the objection I 
f···--········--·························) ............................................................................... J .............................................................................................................................................................................................. J 
f 1 :51 :20 PM JJay Rosenthal Direct examination l 
( .. 1.: 5_1._:45 .. PM .. J.David .. smethers ............................. i_Cross._examination ............................................................................................................................. 1 
t 1 :52:31 PM !Jay Rosenthal Re-direct examination ; 
f·······----·· .. ··········--···············<··································------············--··························<··················································--················--············--··--··················----·····--············--··--···········--··--······--···· .. ···· .. ·······--··········l 
I 1 :52:54 PM 
1
David Smethers JObjection-asked and answered l 
1 :53:04 PM :Honorable Patrick Owen he can answer ' 
1 l 
1 :53: 12 PM Twit #3 :answers 
_; .• ~~ ·~~ .. ;~ ·1 ~::ih~::~~~~~rand·· the j Re-di rect __ exam_inati on _ .... _ _ _ _ _ .. ___ _ __ .. 
\witness steps down 
............................................................................................................................. l .............................................................................................................................................................................................  
1 :54:00 PM !Jay Rosenthal :call s. jacobsen 
l ... 1.:54.:30 .. PMjclerk .............................................................. ...J.swears .. in .. state's .. witness.#4, .. stewart .. Jacobson .................................... i 
I 1 :55:01 PM :Jay Rosenthal :Direct examination j l. ............................................................................................................................ ; ..............................................................................................................................................................................................  
1
1 :56:38 PM jDavid Smethers )Objection-foundationObjection-leading the witness and I 
/ \not sure what wit 
1 :56:51 PM j Honorable Patrick Owen Leading: The Court overrules the objection. what are you l 
i !looking at? J 
"••••••••••••••••»•••••--••••••••••••••,.Y••••••••••"•"••••••••••••••••• .. •••••••••••••••••"••••••••"'""'""""''''"""'"'"l•••n• .. ••• .. ••••••"•••••••••••--••••••••••••""""""""••••••• .. ••••"••••••••••••••,.••• .. •••••"''"''••••••••••••••••'"""'''"""""""""'"""""''"""""""""'""""'"•••"""'""""""''"""""'••••••••••••• 
1 :57:08 PM :wit #4 !notes and copy of report to refresh memory 
... 1.:57:34 .. PM .. JJay._Rosenthal ................................. JDirect .. examination .................................................................................................................................. l 
1 :57:42 PM i David Smethers ; Objection-leading the witnessObjection-hearsayObjection-, 
: !foundation j [ ........................................... ' .............................................................................. ...: ..............................................................................................................................................................................................  
I 1 :57:50 PM Jay Rosenthal responds re foundation . 
l.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••<••••--•••,.•••••••••••--••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••-:••••,.••••••••,.•••••••••••••••••••,.••••••••••"•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••"•••••••••••••••"•••"••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••"•••••••••••••••••o•••••••••••••••••"•"•••I 
1 :57:58 PM Honorable Patrick Owen: 
............................................................................................................................. l ...................................................... 0 ...................................................................................................................................... ..1 
1 :58:03 PM !Jay Rosenthal :Will ask another question. Direct examination I ........................................... .; ........................................... · ..................................... ; ..............................................................................................................................................................................................  
1 : 58: 19 PM • David Smethers • Objection-foundationObjection-hearsay i 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ; ........................................................................................................................................................................... 0., ................ 1 
1 1 :58:27 PM !Honorable Patrick Owen/continue with foundation 
l .......................................... .1 ................................................................................ .1 ............................................................................................................................................................................................ ...l 
I 1 :58:30 PM )Jay Rosenthal )continues l .......................................... ,: ................................................................................ -: ............................................................................................................................................................................................... ; 
1 :58:43 PM \Honorable Patrick Owen 
1
explains what Smethers wants l 
............................................................................................................................. , ............................................................................................................................................................................................. ..1 
1 :58:58 PM jJay Rosenthal iDirect examination l 
1 :59:44 PM 1 David Smethers iObjection-foundationObjection-hearsay. no chain of i 
i i !custody 1· f .......................................... :-······· .. ·········· .. ············--··--·····--····--····························>········ ..................................................................................................................................................................................... . 
1 1 :59:54 PM Honorable Patrick Owen :state is attempting to do that. go ahead Mr. Rosenthal 
f•••,.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••L.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••--•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••i••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••"•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••"•"•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••O•O<••••oo"""""•••••••••"•••••••"•••••••••••.I 
1 
2:00:04 PM !Jay Rosenthal lDirect examination i 
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J 2:00:39 PM /David Smethers /if referrin~ to something other than notes, want to know j' 
l i 1What that IS . ........................................... · ............................................................ ., ............ ,. ..... · .......... -·-···································--····················· .. ···•••-. .................................................................................... _ .. , .................. ,.: 
I 2:00:46 PM 1wit #4 !also report .. 11 
[
· ........................................... : ................................................................................. : ............................................................................................................................................................................................. .. 
2:00:51 PM \David Smethers ihearsay 1 l ........................................... · ................................................................................. · ............................................................................................................................................................................................... j 
I 2:00:54 PM /Honorable Patrick Owen /The Court overrules the objection i 
l ............................................................................................................................. 1 ............................................................................................................................................................................................... 1 
2:01 :00 PM !Jay Rosenthal Direct examination 1 ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. j
2:01 :38 PM \David Smethers !Objection-hearsay I 
•••••••••••••••••••o••••••••••••••u•••••••,o}••••••••"••<>••••••••••••••••••••••••••••'""'••••••••••••••••••••••••-•••••••••'•••••••••u•o•••••••••••••'"•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••,.••»•""'""''""'"""'""""'"""'""""""""'""'""'"""""'"""""'""""•O•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• .,, "" ••••••, 
2:01 :45 PM I Honorable Patrick Owen jThe Court overrules the objection l 
.......................................... .:.. ............................................................................ ...: .............................................................................................................................................................................................. , 
2:01 :51 PM !Jay Rosenthal Direct examination 
... 2:02:_1.9 __ PM .. J.David __ Smethers ........................... .J_objection-hearsay0bjection-fo.u_ndatio_n __ ............................................................ l 
2:02:25 PM !Honorable Patrick Owen admonishes counsel. must allow Mr. Rosenthal to finish 
, : iquestions. 1 r ............................................................................................................................. , ............................................................................................................................................................................................... 1 
1 2:02:47 PM :David Smethers :argues l 
f"""" ................................... t ................................................................................. ! ............................................................................................................................................................................................... 1 
2:02:51 PM :Honorable Patrick Owen :understand my instruction? . l 
; ; ~ 
........................................... ! ............................................................................... ..'. ............................................................................................................................................................................................. .! 
2:02:58 PM jDavid Smethers yes l ........................................... : ................................................................................. : ............................................................................................................................................................................................... 1 
2:03:00 PM )ay Rosenthal : Direct examination ! 
2:06: 16 PM j David Smethers jobjection-foundationObjection-hearsay. chain of custody ! 
........................................... 1.. .............................................................................. .1 ............................................................................................................................................................................................... j 
2:06:25 PM /Honorable Patrick Owen hearsay: The Court overrules the objection. foundation: i 
) jThe Court overrules the objection. Chain of custody: The I 
/ JCourt overrules the objection . I 
, ........................................... :, ................................................................................ : ............................................................................................................................................................................................... 1 
1 2:08:04 PM !David Smethers :argues l 
........................................... : ................................................................................. : ............................................................................................................................................................................................... j 
2:08:15 PM j Honorable Patrick Owen istate not required to prove that. I overruled that objection I 
............................................................................................................................. ,' .............................................................................................................................................................................................. ! 
2:08:39 PM David Smethers :Will take up at later time . , ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 1 
2:08:55 PM iJay Rosenthal \Direct examination ........................................... · ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. l 
J 2:09:02 PM !Honorable Patrick Owen 1ask bac questions again, please I 
, ! ; l 
... 2:09.:_1,9 .. PM __ !Jay __ Rosenthal ................................... Direct __ examinati_on __ ............................................................................................................................ J 
2: 10:37 PM David Smethers Objection-witness not qualified to answer l ........................................... : ................................................................................ ,: ............................................................................................................................................................................................... 1 
2: 10:48 PM : Honorable Patrick Owen• if he knows the answer, he can answer 1 
: : l . , l ........................................... l ................................................................................. L .......................................................................................................................................................................................... ,. .. 
2:10:52 PM iJay Rosenthal :Direct examination j ........................................... .;. ................................................................................. ( .............................................................................................................................................................................................. . 
2: 11 :09 PM / David Smethers Cross examination. move to admit def. exhibit A i ............................................................................................................................. , ............................................................................................................................................................................................... 1 
2:14:16 PM jHonorable Patrick Owen defense exhibit A admitted w/o objection 1 
' ' ! l f ......................................... ..'. .............................................................................. ..' ............................................................................................................................................................................................... l 
1 2:14:20 PM \David Smethers \Cross examination i .......................................... ,: ................................................................................. : ............................................................................................................................................................................................... l 
2:21: 15 PM :Jay Rosenthal : Objection- I think he cut off his answer 1 ........................................... : ................................................................................ ,: .............................................................. , ................................................................................................................................ 1 
2:21 :20 PM ! Honorable Patrick Owen Ut was close enough. go ahead . l 
l ........................................... : ................................................................................. 1 ......................................................................................................................................... , ..................................................... 1 
I 2:21 :23 PM )David Smethers Cross examination l 
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I 2:26:42 PM /Jay Ros.enthal :Re-direct examination . 
t·····"'····································•··"'····"'····"'···· .. ······ .. ·············· .. ························ .. ·········<··································································"'····· ........................ ,. ...................................... ,. .................................................... l 
1
2:26:59 PM JN?thing further and the )excused l 
:witness steps down : l 
! : : j I , : ' 
f···········································L. ............................................................................... L. ............................................................................................................................................................................................ 1 
· 2:27:13 PM Ian Gee . :calls carter duke. may need brief recess. 1-
2:27:30 PM !Honorable Patrick Owen sure. l 
f··················--·······················i·············--··································································:·······························································································································································································' 
1 2:30:37 PM clerk swears in State's witness #5, Carter Duke I' 
f···········································'················································································-'···················----,.·········································--·························································································································· 
I 2:30:51 PM Ian Gee Direct examination 
[ ....................................•...... • ................................................................................. • .............................................................................................................................................................................................. . 
I 2:40:?1 PM David Smethers Cross examination l 
t·································"········:··········--·················· .. ····························"'···················'.····································································································· .. ·························································"···········--················1 
1
1 
2:42:34 PM /N?thing further and the / l 
witness steps down / I 
··········································<············································································--···>·····················································································································--····························································--·········! 
2:42:43 PM !Jay Rosenthal state rests 
··········································<·················································································:·-·······························································································································--··········--················································l 
12:42:49 PM )Honorable Patrick Owen !will recess I 
r·•••• .. ••••••••••••••••••••••"""••••••••••Y•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••!•-·•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••--•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••,.•••••••••••••••••••,.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
· 2:43: 56 PM j Honorable Patrick Owen Uury not present 
........................................... 1 ................................................................................. 1 ............................................................................................................................................................................ , ................. . 
2:44:05 PM !David Smethers jpursuant to rule 29. move to dismiss counts 2 and 3. 
. . 
2:44:46 PM • Honorable Patrick Owen l 
1 i 
~--········································ ~ ................................................................................. ! ..............................................................................................................................................................................................  
l 2:44:50 PM !Jay Rosenthal officer testified the docs were expired l ........................................... :,. .............................................................................. -: ............................................................................................................................................................................................... 1 
2:45:02 PM /David Smethers 1 l 
........................................... · ................................................................................. · .............................................................................................................................................................................................. .l 
2:45:04 PM Honorable Patrick Owen find there is minimal evidence and deny motion l 
r-.......................................... , ................................................................................. 1 ............................................................................................................................................................................................. ..I I 2:45: 16 PM / David Smethers i as to count 1. phlebotemist... argue foundation not laid I 
f 2:46: 13 PM !Jay Rosenthal Kaczmarek and Tatillian identified defendant L ......................................... -: ................................................................................. : ..............................................................................................................................................................................................  
) 2:46:31 PM I Honorable Patrick Owen !anything else? l 
l-.......................................... 1 ................................................................................. i ............................................................................................................................................................................................... , 
1
2:46:35 PM !David Smethers kaczmarek did not say his name he just said he · 
. : : recognized him 
[ ........................................... :-................................................................................ : .............................................................................................................................................................................................. . 
I
, 2:46:57 PM jHonorable Patrick Owen he was ID'~ by Mr. Tatillia_n an? Mr. ~uke. l''.11 satisfied 
• the blood kit had enough 1dent1fy1ng 1nformat1on and 
I • sealed. motion for relief under rule 29 is denied. l 
f
· ......................................... J ................................................................................ L .......................................................................................................................................................................................... ...l 
2:49: 12 PM j David Smethers !want to mark this as exhibit B. object to chain of custody. I 
I • :for file only. not moving to admit j [ ........................................... :-............................................................................... -: ............................................................................................................................................................................................. .. 
I 2:50:07 PM Honorable Patrick Owen i l 
i i i l r ........................................... , ................................................................................. : ............................................................................................................................................................................................... l 
I 2:50:42 PM )David Smethers !request inattentive driving instructions be included if my l 
1 
: client testifies I r ........................................... : .................................................. _ .............................. : ..............................................................................................................................................................................................  
I 2:50:57 PM Honorable Patrick Owen /take time to discuss with client l 
f ............................................................................................................................. 1 ............................................................................................................................................................................................. ..1 
l 2:54:31 PM 
1
back on record : j 
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2:54:36 PM JHonorable Patrick Owen jhow proceed l 
-2,54:ss rrvr! oav;cTsmetiiers---- --- iwm-ca11 datendantas-oniy w1tness- - --- - -- - -- -I 
2:54:59 PM !Honorable Patrick Owen/ advises defendant j 
: : l 
···~:;~.:~: .. :~··-~·on.or"a"hie···Pafrfck··owen·iJ~~e;:::~:·a~:~ng .. right.to.se1f .incrim.ination·········································I 
' ' l 
2: s 7: 17 .. firvfiiS-iivid i3methe.rs····· ·············· ···TcaT1."kf ri<".chari"so·ri ············· ··········· ··· ·········· ······· ······················ ············ ···· ····· l 
2:57:25 PM ic1erk /swears in Defense witness #1, Defendant Kirk Charlson j 
........................................... 1 ................... .............................................................. : ....................................................................................................................................................................................... ........ 1 
2:57:45 PM / David Smethers ! Direct examination 
3:04:18 PM I1an Gee jcross examination 
... 3:07_: 1.0 .. PMJ.David .. Smethe.rs ......................... .Jobjection .. -.. client .. doesn't .. need .. to_prove ,_ .. state .. does_ ........................ . 
3:07:33 PM !recess ; 
3:09:07 PM ·Honorable Patrick Owen /as to objection: The Court sustains the objection 
........................................... : .......................................... ....................................... : .............................................................................................................................................................................................. . 
3:09:22 PM !I an Gee !Cross examination 
........................................... : ................................................................................. : ........................................................................ .................................. .. ................................................................. . 
3:09:53 PM !Nothing further and the 
iwitness steps down 
........................................... : ................................................................................. :.................................... .. .............. ........ .. .......... ....... ........... . .............................. . 
3:09:56 PM )David Smethers )defense rests 
3:10:03 PM i1an Gee ino rebuttal 
......................... .................. = ................. . .. .. . .................. ................... .. .... .............. . = .................... .............................................................. ......................................................................... ............................. . ... . . . 
3: 10:08 PM : Honorable Patrick Owen ! need to take a half hour break . 
... .. . . ..... ................... ............ 4, .. ................ ........ . ... .. ... .... . .................... .. . ... ..... ....... ... j ................. ... ........ ....... ....... . ............ . ........................................... . .... .... ... ..... . . ................ ........ ................. .............................. . , 
3:10:45 PM !recess ! 
........................................ .. . ~ ................................................................................ ................................................................................................................................................................................................. 3 
3:22:26 PM jback on record · 
3:22:32 PM f Honorable Patrick Owen jail present but jury. Revised #2 
........................................... : ...................................................................... .. ......... : .............. -.............................................................................................................................................................................. . 
3:23:34 PM 
1 
Ian Gee )state is prepared to dismiss registration count 
3:23:49 PM JHonorable Patrick Owen :ok, then have to fix this: count 1, DUI ; count 2, no 
........................................... l... .......................................................... ................... J.i.~-~-~~~~~.:.: ........ ................................... ...... .................................................................................... ................... l 
3:24:13 PM : Ian Gee !correct 
3:24 :1 6 PM /Honorable Patrick Owen j#9 vyill be give~. #10, ~11. ar~ good. #12 is no longer. I 
: :app1cable . l1m1ted adm1ss1on 1s gone. element 1nstruct1on . 
/ /needs to be changed to say: bac content of 0.08 or more j 
1 
:grams of alcohol per 100 cc of blood. ! 
···3:·3o·:~i~i" .. PM···f ·n·a·--o·sJ·e·ction·s·····································-1-··········--························································ ···· ··························· ·· ····················································································· ···I 
..... ...................................... ~ ................................................................................. , ......................... ............................................................. ...................... ......................... .......................................................... ! 
3:30:38 PM :Honorable Patrick Owen :will change that element instruction, then. in actual ' 
f 
: !physical control is good. #14 good. #15 
3:32:34 PM joavid Smethers j object. understand it's the law but don't ag ree with it 
' .......................................... .l.. .............................................................................. .L ......................................................................................................................................................................... .......... ........ j 
3:32:42 PM /Honorable Patrick Owen /you know it's the law but you don't like it? 
: : 
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f
. 3:32:48 PM jDavid Smethers /disagree that is the standard 
... ••••••••••••••••••H••••••••••••••••••••4•••••••••••••n••••••• .. •••• .... ••+••••••>•O<OOn••••••••••••••••••••••••>o<OOO>>(••••••••••"'•••••••••"••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••>•>oO•••••••ooo>OOOO<OoO>>O><>.,OOOO>O>OOOOOO>HO<OOOOOO>>•••o•<•o•••>••>><OOOO,oOo>oOoooOooOooo,o»>OOO>OOOO,OOO•.ao .. Ooo>••>• 
3:32:55 PM /Honorable Patrick Owen)his is a patterned instruction. registration is gone. 17 is 
I · !good. 18 good. 19 good. 20 good. excuse pulled. 
I
. ! /separate v~rdict forms, use dui and pull registration and I 
1 iopen container. 
f···································· .. ·····'·········································································-.·····-'······························································································································--·······························································l 
i 3:35:49 PM :David Smethers object to elements. asks for inattentive driving l l. .......................................... · ................................................................................. · ............................................................................................................................................................................................. .l 
13:35:57 PM /Honorable Patrick Owen /will come back to that. I 
··--····--············--···· .. ·······--·····-···························--······-·······································--····'···········································································'-····················--·············································--···························--················l 
i 3:36:30 PM Ian Gee don't believe it's a lesser offense of DUI l 
........................................... ,:. ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  
3:37: i 3 PM David Smethers /elements are there. !' 
........................................... ,:. ................................................................................ ,1 .............................................................................................................................................................................................. . 
3:37:32 PM /Honorable Patrick Owen/from an elements standpoint, you prove some but not all i 
, : of the bigger offense. will research l 
, ........................................... ' ................................................................................. ' ............................................................................................................................................................................................... j 
f 
3:38:11 PM )Ian Gee ) l 
···········································'·················································································'·······························································································································································································', 
1 3:38:27 PM )ay Rosenthal : 
f···········································>················································································>······························································································································································································ 




lan Gee ithe form of the verdict form 
1-:. :: . :: .. :: .. ) :::: ~:b:::::ick: Owen iwil I: go ~research th is -: need 1 om in utes [ off :record]_-: ===~ 
I 3:52:05 PM (Honorable Patrick Owen as to whether inattentive is a lesser of DUI and it is not. 
II • elements f?r DUI do n.ot inclu?e ina~tentive driving. Deny I 
\ !request to instruct on 1nattent1ve. slight change to I 
I 
I !opening instruction. no objections to closing instructions 
I 
( :or verdict forms. instruct now? . . 
( 
' ' ........................................... l ................................................................................ .l ..............................................................................................................................................................................................  
3:56:38 PM )no objections j 
3:56:44 PM :Honorable Patrick Owen :instruction #2 and redefine element instructions 
/ f 
r•••••••••••••••••••••• ..................... ; ....... >><>••••••••••••••••••••··············· .. ·············•••••••••••••"'•••••'.••••••••••••'"•••••••••••"'···· .. ·····H<OO><-,OOO<O<O<O<<<O•<<O><<<O<O•O<OO•o•>••••••••••• ................................................................................................... . 
I 3:57:19 PM :David Smethers :copy 
'···········································>················································································>······························································································································································································l 
3:57:23 PM Honorable Patrick Owen yes 
l 1 
1 3:57:32 PM irecess i 
r·························--················'················································································"'······························································································································································································· 
I 4:07:00 PM iback on record : I 
1···:raT6cf P~fl-~fo·n·orahie···Pafridz··bwen··1·:~~t~·f ;~··::f ~e}hh~·n]:·-:~;i:ta~~Jt;m·:·····ci,a"i,.iie·s··we.re··········i 
... 4:09:35 .. PM ..•. no .. objections ...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  
4:09:38 PM !Honorable Patrick Owen bring jury in I 
........................................... 1 ................................................................................. 1 .............................................................................................................................................................................................. J 
4:11 :33 PM /Honorable Patrick Owen [reads instructions to jury. I 
I 4:21 :47 PM dan Gee Closing argument J 
~ ........................................... : ................................................................................. ; .............................................................................................................................................................................................. . 
I 4:26:25 PM David Smethers objection . 
f 4:26:29 PM !Honorable Patrick Owen this is araument l: I . . -
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f ... 1:.?..?..:.~.3. .. ~~--P-~-~-.. ~-~-~---······· ............................................. !.9.?..~_!!.~.~-~-~---~-1.?..~!.~.~ ... ~~9..~.:.::.~~-~---········--·······················-.............................................................. J 
t~1~:f i:;~:/~]!~~l'.=:t:e=':: : :j~§~~!o~=~~==:"-!= := : : :- : ::=: ==::==: :=:-:: = ::~ 
14:35:19 PM Honorable Patrick Owen:Facts not in evidence. The Court sustains the objection , 
f i ~~33 i"~ ! ~~~;a:~rii~t~~r~:= = : J::~~-~~~~:~~~;~:~i~iii~:nt: :: :::= ::: :: = :: : ::: : I 
I 4:48:09 PM /Honorable Patrick Owen don't go beyond my instructions j 
f ··:;F:{s·:·2":3"··rKrns-;ii"vkTsmeihe-rs ..................... ···l;;o·ri·ffn.Li"e·s·--c:-iasfri·g--·argLi'm.ent"·············· .. ---............................................................... ····l 
f ........................................... .; ................................................................................. ; ............................................................................................................................................................................................. ..l 
4:48:49 PM • Honorable Patrick Owen! I 
........................................... ~ ............................................................................... : ....................................................................... .................................................................................................................... ..1 
4:50:57 PM ilan Gee !Final word ! 
1· .. 4·:·si·3cf'i:5rvfiFfo·n·or·a·G'ie· .. Pafri'ci<: .. owen·i·~~~~~~1~-j-~~~e·re .. ar·e-.. a.nTy .. i"·chari:ies·: ... n.ow·_ ...... ci·e·ri .. wii'i"pu'ii ..... j 
r·······--······························ .. ··<-·············································· .................................. ,: ............................................................................................................................................................................................... { 
4:54:26 PM )clerk /Tamara Stamm i ............................................................................................................................. , ............................................................................................................................................................................................... j 
4:54:28 PM )Honorable Patrick Owen/instructs juror #253. releases juror i 
•••••·•--·•••••••••••••••••••••••······--··1••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••«••••••••••••••··"'····'"·········••••••••••••••1••••••,0000>000000>>•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••>0,••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••····-- .. ·······••••••••••••••• .. •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• .. •••H>o 
... 1: .. ?..?..:.~.!....~~ .. • -~!.~.C.~ ................................................................ _i_swears .. in .. Bai.I iff ......................................................................................................................................... .. 
4:55:53 PM .Honorable Patrick Owenjmeal will be provided if you want. If you feel better about l 
i icoming back in the morning, you can do that as well. I 
r· .. 4:·s:r~{6 .. PM .. i·rece·s·s ........................................................... i ............................................................................................................................................................................................... l 
···s':'3I·ir·rrvI .. iFi'o·ri·o;i5'ie ... P.afri'ci<:··owen·i·re·caiT .. c~ii'se: .... "Iur;; .. has··re·ad,·;;a--a"·v·e·r=cffcfi" .......................................................... , 
. . I 
: : 
5:33:33 PM tbailiff !yes 
5:34:30 PM r Honorable Patrick Owen I back on record w/jury present. asks jury if reached a 
i verdict. reviews verdict forms . 
.......................................... ,: ................................................................................. : ............................................................................................................................................................................................... j 
5:36:45 PM )clerk !reads verdict of Not Guilty for No Insurance charge; Guilty i 
. J 1for DUI charge l r ............................................................................................................................. , ............................................................................................................................................................................................... i 
15:36:50 PM !Honorable Patrick Owenlrecess jury j 
, ... sjf:4·s--·PM .. :_iH.ori.or.ahie ... Pafri'ci<: .. 6weri .. :.i ............................................................................................................................................................................................... l 
I ... s':'3·s·:'6'3 .... PM.Tt5;;i'v'icTEfrneiheirs ............................ Tneeci"2 ... mTri.ut'e·s ............................................................................................................................................ J 
l. .......................................... ~ ................................................................................. ' ............................................................................................................................................................................................... l 
15 :40: 16 PM I Honorable Patrick Owen I I 
5:40: 19 PM loavid Smethers will plead gt to two priors I .......................................... ,: ................................................................................. : ............................................................................................................................................................................................... l 
5:40:29 PM Honorable Patrick Owen !advises defendant of rights and questions defendant l 
!rega:ding guilty pleas on prior DUls. Accept admissions I 
. /to priors l 
........................................... ' ................................................................................. ' ............................................................................................................................................................................................... l 
5:43:35 PM •Honorable Patrick Owen/back on record w/jury present. explains to jury why this 
1
• 
[ !was a felony. Reads final instruction. Thanks jury. 
f .. ·s·:·4·g·:·:i6' .. PM .. i d'is.chiii"rgecf'}ur;; ............................... / ........................................................................................................................................................................................... 1 
1 I 8 
District Court Jury Trial January 2, 2014 Judge Owen, presiding Kasey Re<68-COURTROOM 
8 8 
IN THE DISTRJCT COURT OF FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRJCT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COlJNTY OF BOISE 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
KIRK M. CHARLSON, 
Defendant. 
Case No. CR-2012-000(70 / 
VERDICT 
As to the offense of OPERATING A MOTOR VEHICLE WHILE UNDER THE 
lli'FLUENCE OF ALCOHOL, we, the jury, find the defendant, KIRK M. CHARLSON: 
NOT GlJILTY ---
GUILTY / ---
Dated this p 2.. 
Thursday, March 13, 2014 District Court Honorable Patrick H. Owen, presi6B-COURTROOM 
11 :45:20 AMjSentencing CR-
1
Defendant present with Counsel 
!2012-1701 State v 
I Kirk M Charlson • i 
!Judge Patrick H i 
!Owen - Prosecutor ! 
j Ian Gee - Defense i 
/Atty David , 
!Smethers· COURT I 
j REPORTER Tiffany/ 






11 :45:36 AM j Honorable Patrick H jcALL OF THE CASE. reviews file. 
10wen i .................. ,_ ............ _ ........•.... ,_ ... , .................................... -··-·--·····-···i··--··-···-························-········· ... ·· .. -·····-·· .. ······-····"'''''"'''''''''''-··········"''''"''''''''''''"''"''''"''''''"''''''' ...................................... -.. 
11 :49:16 AM!smethers /psi could not verify graduation from college. we have cert. 
I 1 · 
........................................ J ................................................................ J ............. -···-·······-·······"-···--··········-·········--.................................................... - ................................................................... . 
11 :49:37 AM!rosenthal !argument/recs: retained jurisdiction. 
11 :50:43 AMismethers I argument: asks for probation, asks for 60 days jail w/work 
j !release. asks for w/h judgmt 
11 :54:14 AMf Honorable Patrick H!statement? 
!Owen : 
11.:54:20.AM(def ·· · ........................ !statement" .................................. -· .... .. .. · ................................................... .. 
1 {'56:0fAMiHonorable· Patrick ·Hifind glty°of DUI.· w/h judgmt. 3 yrs probation,· exp ·3/12/2017 ..... .. 
!Owen lterms and cond of probation. reimburse pd for $500, cc, 500 
l !fine/0, make monthly installmts according to your PO. 30 
! jdays in jail, none susp. serve 10 days in jail with 48 hrs 
! !consecutive, then serve 8 add'I days in jail on weekends or 
1 /whenever and the balance with all options. give 8 mos to 
I !serve. 15 days discretionary jail. further terms and cond. 
! jsusp di for 1yr, absolute, beginning today. 
I ! 
12:09:45 PMirosenthal ice include 100 lab restitution 
12:09:56 PMiHonorable Patrick Hiorder 100 restitution for blood draw. advises def of right to 
! Owen l appeal. ........................................... t ................................................................... : ........................................................................................................................... _ ....... ,-... - ........................................................... . 
12:11 :31 PM!end i 
: : 
3/13/2014 1 of 1 

































Case No. CR-2012-1701 
ORDER WITHHOLDING 
WDGMENT AND ORDER OF 
PROBATION AND COMMITMENT 
On March 13, 2014, Ian Gee, Prosecuting Attorney for the County of Boise, State of 
Idaho, and the defendant, KIRK M. CHARLSON, with his attorney, David J. Smethers, 
appeared before this Court for sentencing. The defendant was duly informed of the Amended 
Information filed against him for the crimes of COUNT I: OPERATING A MOTOR 
VEHICLE WHILE UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF ALCOHOL A.NTI/OR DRUGS (THIRD 
OFFENSE WITHIN 10 YEARS), FELONY, LC.§§ 18-8004, 18-8005(6), COUNT II: 
POSSESSION OF AN OPEN CONTAJNER OF ALCOHOL IN A MOTOR VEHICLE, 
MISDEMEANOR, LC. § 23-505, COUNT III: FAIL URE TO REGISTER CAR, 
INFRACTION, LC.§ 49-401, and COUNT IV: FAIURE TO MAINTAIN INSURANCE, 
INFRACTION, LC. § 49-1229 committed on or about June 11, 2013, and the defendant 








ANTI/OR DRUGS (THIRD OFFENSE 
§§ 18-8004, 18-8005(6) by a jury thereto on January 2, 
0 
The defendant, and defendant's counsel, were then asked if they had any legal cause or 
4 
1 
reason to offer whv iudgment and sentence should not be oronounced against the defendant and 
I 
















if the defendant, or defendant's counsel, wished to offer any evidence or to make a statement on 
, behalf of the defendant, or to present any information to the Court in mitigation of punishment; 
and the Court, having accepted such statements, and having found no legal cause or reason why 
judgment and sentence should not be pronounced against the defendant at this time; does render 
its judgment of conviction as follows, to-wit: 
IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED, ADJUDGED ANTI DECREED that the defendant is 
guilty of the crime of COUNT I: OPERATING A MOTOR VEHICLE WHILE lJNDER THE 
INFLUENCE OF ALCOHOL AND/OR DRUGS (THIRD OFFENSE WITHIN 10 '{EARS), 
FELO:t"i'Y, LC.§§ 18-8004, 18-8005(6), and that judgment be withheld for a period of three (3) 
years, and that the defendant be placed on probation pursuant to LC. § 19-2513(3) subject to the 
following conditions, to-vvit: 
A. That the probation is granted to and accepted by the probationer, subject to all its 
terms and conditions and with the understanding that the Court may at any time, in case of the 

































Probation and Parole the State ofidaho and the District Court with supervised probation 
subject to the rules of probation as prescribed by the Board of Correction and the District Court. 
C. That during said period of probation the said defendant shall not violate any law or 
ordinance of the United States or any city, state or county therein, wherein a fine or bond 
forfeiture of more than $100.00 or a jail term could have been imposed as a penalty. 
D. Special conditions, to ·wit: 
1. Defendant shall pay the sums set out in this judgment for fines, fees, 
restitution, costs, etc., to the Boise County Clerk's Office in reasonable monthly installments 
as arranged with the probation officer. 
2. Defendant shall serve thirty (30) days in the Ada County jail, with credit for zero 
(0) days already served. Defendant shall serve ten (10) days in jail with the first 48 hours 
consecutive, the remaining 8 days may be served on weekends. Defendant shall have all options 
to serve the remaining twenty (20) days, subject to eligibility determined by the Sheriff. 
Defendant shall serve his jail time vvithin 8 months from March 13, 2014. 
3. Defendant shall participate in any and all programs of rehabilitation 
recommended by his probation officer, including but not limited to programs of mental health, 
substance abuse, criminal thinking errors, anger management and vocational rehabilitation as 
deemed necessary by the probation officer. 
4. Defendant shall not purchase, carry or have in his possession any firearm(s) or 
other weapons. 
5. Defendant shall serve an additional 15 days in the jail designated by the Boise 
County Sheriff at the discretion of the probation officer, ·without prior approval of the Court. 
The probation officer has the discretion and authority to immediately deliver defendant to the 
Sheriff for incarceration in the county jail for the purpose of having defendant serve this 
discretionary time and the Sheriff shall commit the defendant to serve this time on request of 
the probation officer without further order from the Court. The probation officer shall 
immediately file with the Court a written statement of the reasons defendant has been placed 





























6. ,.,,_ .... ,u-....u.H shall not purchase, possess or consume 
on probation. 
7. Defendant shall not purchase, possess or consume any drug or narcotic unless 
specifically prescribed by a medical doctor. 
8. Defendant shall not frequent or work at any establishments where alcohol is the 
main source of income. 
9. Defendant shall not associate with individuals specified by his probation 
officer. 
10. Defendant agrees to tests of blood, breath, saliva or urine or other chemical 
tests for the detection of alcohol and/or drugs at the request of his probation officer, or any 
law enforcement officer, to be administered at defendant's own expense. 
11. Defendant agrees to waive his Fourth Amendment rights applying to search 
and seizure as provided by the United States Constitution, and to submit to a search by his 
probation officer or any law enforcement officer of his person, residence, vehicle or other 
property upon request. Defendant shall not reside with any person who does not consent to 
such a search. 
12. Defendant shall waive his Fifth i\mendment rights to the extent that he must 
answer truthfully all questions of a probation officer reasonably related to compliance or non-
compliance with the conditions of probation. 
13. Defendant shall waive his Sixth Amendment rights of confrontation in so far as 
the State may use reliable hearsay evidence at any probation violation hearing. 
14. Defendant has completed a substance abuse evaluation or a treatment program 
pursuant to I.C. § 19-2524 and will follow the recommendations of that evaluation or the 
follow-up treatment recommended by his treatment program. Defendant's compliance will be 
monitored by his probation officer. 
15. The defendant has had his driving privileges suspended or restricted by the terms 
of this order or by prior orders and is advised that in the event defendant should admit to or be 
found guilty of driving \Vithout privileges, that the defendant will be considered to have violated 
a fundamental condition of probation. 
16. The defendant has received a withheld judgment. If the defendant successfully 
serves his sentence, then this charge may be dismissed. The record will stili show the charge 

















time, or fines, or both for the 
1 7. The defendant shall submit a DNA sample and right thumbprint impression to 
authorities pursuant to I.C. § 19-5506 within ten (10) days of this judgment. 
18. Regardless of whether defendant is legally authorized to drive, defendant is not 
permitted to operate any motor vehicle with any concentration of alcohol in his system during 
the entire term of probation. 
E. That the probationer, if placed on probation to a destination outside the State of Idaho, 
or leaves the confines of the State of Idaho with or without permission of the director of 
probation and parole does hereby waive extradition to the State of Idaho and also agrees that the 
said probationer will not contest any effort by any state to return the probationer to the State of 
Idaho. 
Counts II and III of the Amended Information are hereby dismissed pursuant to the 
plea agreement, and the jury found the defendant "not guilty" of Count IV. 
IT IS FURTHER ADJUDGED that the defendant be, and hereby is, assessed and ordered 
16 to pay a fine the amount of $500, to be paid in monthly payments in an amount determined by 
: : j the probation officer. 







amount of $17 .50; County Administrative Surcharge Fee in the amount of $10.00 pursuant to 
I.C. § 31-4502; P.O.S.T. Academy fees in the amount of $15.00 pursuant to I.C. § 31-3201B; 
IS TARS technology fee in the amount of $10.00 pursuant to I.C. § 31-3201 (5); $75.00 
rei.Inbursement, to the Victims Compensation Fund pursua.11.t to I. C. § 72-1025; Peace Officer 


























'Surcharge amount $ pursuant to § 31 $1 
Notification Fee (VINE) pursuant to §31-3204, $500.00 for reimbursement public 
defender fees pursuant to LC.§ 19-854(c); $30.00 domestic violence fee; $100 for the $15.00 
surcharge required by LC.§ 18-8010 for interlock ignition and electronic monitoring devices; 
and $10.00 for the drug hotline fee pursuant to LC.§ 37-2735A. 
The parties were not prepared to stipulate to restitution. The state is directed to notice 
restitution for hearing if the parties cannot stipulate to an amount within 60 days. 
Pursuant to Idaho Code Section 37-2732(k) the defendant shall pay restitution in the 
amount of $100.00 for lab fees and cost of investigation and $100 for the costs of obtaining the 
defendant's DNA sample, plus interest at the statutory rate of 5 .625% per annum until paid in 
full, to be paid through the Clerk of the District Court as arranged through the probation officer. 
IS HEREBY ORDERED that the defendant's driver's license or permit is 
suspended for a period of one (1) years, absolute, pursuant to I.C. § 18-8005, to commence on 
the date of defendant's release from incarceration or suspension shall nm consecutive to any 
current driver's license suspension, whichever is later. 
Further, defendant is to pay supervision of probation and parole costs in an amount not 
to exceed the maximum allowable by LC. § 20-225. 
This probation shall expire at midnight on March 12, 2017, unless otherwise ordered by 
the Court. 

























Clerk a copy 
Withholding Judgment and Commitment to the said Sheriff, which shall serve as the 
commitment of the defendant. 
NOTICE OF RIGHT TO 
You, KIRK M. CHARLSON, are hereby notified that you have the right to appeal this 
order to the Idaho Supreme Court. Any notice of appeal must be filed within forty-two ( 42) 
days from the entry of this judgment. 
You are further notified that you have the right to be represented by an attorney in any 
appeal, that if you cannot afford to retain an attorney, one may be appointed at public expense. 
Further, if you are a needy person, the costs of the appeal may be paid for by the State of 
Idaho. If you have questions about your appeal rights, you should consult your present lawyer. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
Dated this 13th day of March, 2014. 
PH?;.l, U- /)),11A. 



























is to that I tome 
the conditions, regulations and restrictions under which I am being granted probation. I will 
abide by and conform to them strictly and fully understand that my failure to do so may result 
in the revocation of my probation. 




























I hereby certify that on the I :i day of March 2014, I mailed (served) a true and 
correct copy of the within instrument to: 
IAN GEE 
BOISE COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTOR.NEY 
406 MONTGOMERY STREET 
POST OFFICE BOX 186 
IDAHO CITY, IDAHO 83631 
DAVID J. SMETHERS 
BOISE COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
1000 S ROOSEVELT ST 
BOISE, ID 83705 
ADA COUNTY JAIL 
VIA: EMAIL 
CENTRAL RECORDS 
DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION 
ATTN: CCD PROBATION SENTENCING TEAM 
VIA: EMAIL 
PRESENTENCE INVESTIGATION DEPARTMENT 
VIA: EMAIL 
DRIVER SERVICES 
IDAHO DEPT OF TRANSPORTATION 
MARY T. PRISCO 
Clerk of the District Court 
ORDER WITIIBOLDING JUDGMENT AND ORDER OF PROBATION AND 
COMMITMENT- 9 
County Prosecuting k k~ •. ~,L,~ 
:rvfontgomery 
Box 186 
Idaho City, ID 83631 
Tel: (208) 392-4485 
(208) 392-3760 
IN DISTRICT COURT OF JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BOISE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 








_D_e_fe_n_d_an_t_. _________ ) 
COMES NOW, IAN W. 
CASE NO. CR 2012-01701 
MOTION TO DISMISS 
I JAY ROSENTHAL, Prosecuting 
Attorney/Deputy Prosecuting Attorney, and moves this Court that the above-entitled matter, 
wherein a Complaint was made, COUNT II, POSSESSION OF A."N OPEN CONTAINER OF 
ALCOHOL IN A MOTOR VEHICLE, Idaho Code §23-505, Misdemeanor, be dismissed in 
the interest of justice. 
/.J () 




I Ian W. Ge /Jay ~senthal f 
/ 
Boise County Prosecuting Attorney/ 
,yeputy Prosecuting Attorney 
1 
: 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BOISE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 









_D_efi_e_nd_a_n_t. __________ ) 
CASE NO. CR 2012-01701 
ORDER TO DISMISS 
UPON MOTION BY THE STATE and good cause appearing: 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, that the State's charges, wherein a Complaint was 
filed, COUNT II, POSSESSION OF AN OPEN CONTAINER OF ALCOHOL IN A 
MOTOR VEIDCLE, Idaho Code §23-505, Misdemeanor, be dismissed in the interest of 
justice. 




THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BOISE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 










CASE NO. CR 2012-01701 
ORDER TO DISMISS 
UPON MOTION BY THE STATE and good cause appearing: 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, that the State's charges, wherein a Complaint was 
filed, COUNT II, POSSESSION OF AN OPEN CONTAINER OF ALCOHOL IN A 
MOTOR VEHICLE, Idaho Code §23-505, Misdemeanor, be dismissed in the interest of 
justice. 





I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this day of January, 20 I caused to be 
served a true copy of the foregoing document by the method indicated below, 




Attorney at Law 
1000 S. Roosevelt 
Boise, ID 83705 
Boise County Prosecuting Attorney 
406 Montgomery Street 
Idaho City, ID 83631 
HANTI DELIVERED ./ TELECOPY 
3 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on day be 
served a true copy of the foregoing document by the method indicated below, and 




Attorney at Law 
1000 S. Roosevelt 
Boise, ID 83705 
Boise County Prosecuting Attorney 
406 Montgomery Street 
Idaho City, ID 83631 
HAJ\ITI DELIVERED --
3 
03/29/2014 12 :06 Sallaz & Gat d, PLLC. 
DAVID J. SMETHERS 
Boise Co1.mty Defending 
1000 Roosevelt 




IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT ill AND FOR 
THE COlJ1-'1"TY OF BOISE 




) Case No CR- 2012-1701 
) 







1. NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN That the above named defendant, Kirk Charlson, 
appeals to the Idaho Supreme Court from the Judgment of Conviction entered in 
this case by the Honorable Patrick H. Owen on March 18, 2014. 
2. The defendant has the right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court pursuant to 
Idaho Appellate Rule l l(c)(l). This appeal is taken upon matters of fact and law. 
The proceedings of the Judgment appealed from are recorded electronically and 
are in the possession of the Boise County Clerk. 
3. Issues presented on appeal; 
-Denial of defendant's motion to suppress results of the blood draw; 
-Errors in evidentiary rulings by the Court; 
-Errors in substantive rulings by the Court; 
4, A reporter's transcript is requested of the hearing on the motion to suppress 
on 11, 13. 
NOTICE OF APPEAL Page 1 2 
P.001/006 
03/29/2014 12:06 Sallaz & Gat d, PLLC. 
DA YID l SMETHERS 
Boise County Defending '"'"""'"".) 
1000 Roosevelt St. 
Boise, Idaho 83705 
208-336"0212 
FAX 208-336-1263 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT IN A.'l\ffi FOR 
THE COlJl{TY OF BOISE 





) Case No CR- 2012-1701 
) 








1. NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN That the above named defendant, Kirk Charlson, 
appeals to the Idaho Supreme Court from the Judgment of Conviction entered in 
this case by the Honorable Patrick H. Owen on March 18, 2014. 
2. The defendant has the right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court pursuant to 
Idaho Appellate Rule 1 l(c)(l). This appeal is taken upon matters of fact and law. 
The proceedings of the Judgment appealed from are recorded electronically and 
are in the possession of the Boise County Clerk. 
3. Issues presented on appeal: 
-Denial of defendant's motion to suppress results of the blood draw; 
-Errors in evidentiary rulings by the Court; 
-Errors in substantive rulings by the Court; 
4. A reporter's transcript is requested of the hearing on the motion to suppress 
conduct.ed on July 11 1 2013. 
NOTICE OF APPEAL Page 1 of2 
P.0011006 
03!2912014 Sallaz & Gat , PLLC. 
a copy 
whom a transcript has been requested as named below at the address set out as 
follows: Kasey Redlich, 200 W. Front, Boise, Idaho 83702; That the appellant is 
exempt from paying the estimated fee for the preparation of the record because 
appellant is indigent and represented by the publfo defender; That service has 
been made upon all parties required to be served pursuant to Rule 20 and the 
attorney general ofidaho, 
DATED THIS :2.,~ dayof~2014. 
~ LJ:,~---
David J. Smetheii' 
Attorney for Appellant 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE: This certifies that a true and correct copy of the 
above ru.1d forgoing instnunent was: __ Mailed; ~ed; __ Hand Delivered, to: 
__ Ada County Prosecutor; 
~oise County Prosecutor; 
__ Boise City Prosecutor; 
/ (l~~ c,~ 
Dated this 2..1 day of W , 2014 
~e-,f-8-h:.':'!::::i--------==------ ... 
NOTICE OF APPEAL Page 2 of2 
03/2912014 i 2:06 d, PLLC. 083361263 
5. I certify: a appeal has served on 
whom a transcript has been requested as named below at the address set out as 
follows: Kasey Redlich, 200 W. Front, Boise, Idaho 83702; That the appellant is 
exempt from paying the estimated fee for the preparation of the record because 
appellant is indigent and represented by the public defender; That service has 
been made upon all parties required to be served pursuant to Rule 20 and the 
attorney general ofidaho. 
DATED THIS :;.,_ ~ day of~2014. 
~ L~~-=>~-
David J. Smethei¥ 
Attorney for Appellant 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE: This certifies that a true and correct copy of the 
above and forgoing instrument was: __ Mailed; ~ed; __ Hand Delivered, to: 
__ Ada County Prosecutor; 
VBoise County Prosecutor; 
__ Boise City Prosecutor; 
/ Ct9.?~ 0~ 
Dated this 2.'7 day of U , 2014 
~e-~M~~--------==-----------. 
NOTICE OF APPEAL Page 2 of2 
4 Sallaz & Gat , PLLC. 
DAVID J. SMETHERS 
Boise County Defending 4 ~ .. v~~'WJ 
1000 S. Roosevelt 
Boise, Idaho 83705 
208-336-0212 
FAX 208-336-1263 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH mDICIAL DISTRICT IN AND FOR 





THE COUNTY OF BOISE 
) CaseNoCV2012-1701 
) 
) MOTION FOR APPOINTMENT OF STATE 
) PUBLIC DEFENDER AND WAIVER OF 






Comes now, Kirk Charlson, the above named defenda.nt/a.ppellant, through his 
attorney of record, and does pursuant to Code Secs. 19-852, 19-854, and Appellate 
Rules 24(h), 27(e), and 45.l(a), as well as other applicable statutes and Rules, 
requests this Court for an ORDER appointing the State Public Defender to represent 
appellant in tbis matter, and for the waiver of all associated transcript, reporter, clerk, 
and filing fees based upon the following: 
1. Defendant/appellant has been sentenced on a felony driving under the influence 
charge and will be serving substantial time in the Ada County J all, has to pay a 
$500 fine, and $500 public defender re-imbursement; 
2. Defendant/appellant has little cash, real or personal property, or bank accounts 
which could be sold/used to use to pay for the costs and expenses associated with 
the filing of an appeal and obtaining transcripts, records, etc. 
MOTION FOR APPOINTMENT OF STATE PUBLIC DEFENDER Page 1 of 2 
4 Sallaz & Gat d, PLLC. 
DAVID l SMETHERS 
Boise County 
1000 S. Roosevelt 
Boise, Idaho 83705 
208-336-0212 
FAX 208-336-1263 
rn THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH mDICIAL DISTRICT IN AND FOR 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
vs. 
KIRK CHARLSON 
THE COl.TNTY OF BOISE 
) Case No CV 2012- 1701 
) 
) MOTION FOR APPOINTMENT OF STATE 
) PUBLIC DEFENDER AND WAIVER OF 




_____ D_e_f1_en_d_an_t ______ ~
Comes now, Kirk Charlson~ the above named defendant/appellant, through his 
attorney of record, and does pursuMt to Code Secs. 19-852, 19-854, and Appellate 
Rules 24(h), 27(e), and 45. l(a.), as well as other applicable statutes and Rules, 
requests this Court for an ORDER appointing the State Public Defender to tepresent 
appellant in this matter, and for the waiver of all associated transcript, reporter, clerk, 
and filing fees based upon the following: 
1. Defendant/appellant has been sentenced on a felony driving under the influence 
charge and will be serving substantial time in the Ada County Jail, has to pay a 
$500 fine, and $500 public defender re-imbursement; 
2. Defendant/appellant has little cash, real or personal property, or bank accounts 
which could be sold/used to use to pay for the costs and expenses associated with 
the filing of an appeal and obtaining transcripts, records, etc. 
MOTION FOR APPOINTMENT OF STATE PUBLIC DEFENDER Page 1 of2 
4 2:07 Sallaz & Gat d, 
3, Defendant/appellant respectfully asks to appoint the 
, ........... ,.. ... .,. to assist in this matter and 
~I~== Davidis~rs 
Attorney at Law 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE: This certifies that a true and correct copy of the 
above a11d forgoing instrument was: __ Mailed; ~axed; __ Hand Delivered, to: 
__ Ada County Prosecutor; 
~ise County Prosecutor; 
__ Boise City Prosecutor; 
v'. tl-tJ.~ 0 ~ 
Dated this ~ day of~ 2014 
~ L&?l s;;: 
David J, Sme¢ers 
MOTION APPOINTMENT OF STATE PUBLIC DEFEh1DER Page 2 of2 
03/2912014 12:07 Sallaz & Ga 
3. Defendant/appellant resr,ec,TUt1 asks to appoint State 
Defender to assist in matter wruve fees a,:,.,,.,..,.,nvu 
~/~= =: 
DavidJ.S~ers 
Attorney at Law 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE: This certifies that a true and correct copy of the 
above and forgoing instrument was: __ Mailed; ~axed; __ Hand Delivered, to: 
__ Ada County Prosecutor; 
~ise Com1ty Prosecutor; 
__ Boise City Prosecutor; 
~ Ct _.tj_~ 0 ~ 
Dated this ~ day of~ 2014 
~ ' ;k,f p 7;;; : = 
David J. Smejl{ers 
MOTION FOR APPOINTMENT OF STATE PUBLIC DEFENDER Page 2 of2 
03/29!201,4 12:07 Sallaz & Glll,.,,..,Md, PLLC. P .005/006 
DAVID J, SMETHERS Fiiec f;, DD 1 "' ?lfH, T36ctt~;~;ee:i~estngAttomey ' 771 _u c~.rr~ -~-
Boise! Idaho 83705 ~
208-336-0212 8: / ~~----· ~.,4/-· ___.,-;::::::'::-=-:-~--
FAX 208-336-1263 ~V 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT IN AND FOR 





THE COUNTY OF BOISE 
) CaseNoCR-2012-1701 
) 
) ORDER APPOINTING THE STATE 
) PUBLIC DEFENDER; ORDER WAIVING 




After consideration of the defendant/appellant's MOTION FOR APPOINMENT 
OF THE STATE PUBLIC DEFENDER AND WAIVER OF FEES BASED ON 
INDIGENCE, the State Public Defender is he1·eb}' appolnted to represent the 
defendaut/appe!lant in this appeal. Due to the defendant/appellant's indigence, a!! fees 
and costs associated with this appeal shall be waived. It ls So Ordered. 
(I!!~. ~?xxlj 
(SEAL) 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on the / D day of f±i2t? \ L, 2014, a true and r l 
correct copy of the foregoing Document was served by placing the same in the respective 
courthouse mail boxes or by regular service to the following: 
ORDER APPOINTING STATE APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER, ORDER 
WAIVING FEES AND COSTS OF APPEAL Page 1 of2 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT IN A1'.11) FOR 





THE COUNTY OF BOISE 
) Case No CR- 2012-1701 
) 
) ORDER APPOINTING THE STATE 
) PUBLIC DEFENDER; ORDER WAIVING 




After consideration of the defendant/appellant's MOTION FOR APPOINMENT 
OF THE STATE PUBLIC DEFENDER AND WAIVER OF FEES BASED ON 
INDIGENCE, the State Public Defender is hereby appointed to represent the 
defendant/appellant in this nppe~L Due to the defendant/appellunfs indigence, all fees 
and costs associated with this appeal shall be waived. It ls So Ordered. 
/~~ ~11>.a>t~ 
(j,atrick H. Owen, District Judge aie I 
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SlJPREME COlTRT NO 
CASE NO. CR-201 1 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF 
APPEAL 
Appeal from: Fourth Judicial District, Boise County, Honorable Patrick Owen Presiding. 
Case number from court: CR-2012-1701 
Order or Judgement appealed from: Denial of defendant's motion to suppress results of the blood 
draw, Errors in evidentiary rulings by Court, Errors in substantive rulings by the Court 
Attorney for Appellant: David J Smethers 
Attorney for Respondent: Lawrence G Wasden 
Appealed by: Kirk Charlson 
Appealed against: State of Idaho 
Notice of Appeal filed: March 31,2014 
Amended Notice of Appeal filed: 
Appellate fee paid: Exempt 
Respondent or Cross-Respondent's request for additional record filed: No 
Respondent or Cross-Respondent's request for additional Reporter's Transcript filed: No 
Was District Court Reporter's Transcript requested? Yes 
If so Name of Reporter: Christine Rhoades 
DEPUTY 
DISTRlCT COURT OF JUDICIAL 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
Plaintiffi'Respondent, ) SlJPREME COlJRT NO 
) 
vs ) CASE NO. CR-2012-1 1 By 
\ 
) 
) CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF 
Kirk Charlson, ) APPEAL 
) 
Defendant-Appellant ) 
Appeal from: Fourth Judicial District, Boise County, Honorable Patrick Owen Presiding. 
Case number from court: CR-2012-1701 
Order or Judgement appealed from: Denial of defendant's motion to suppress results of the blood 
draw, Errors in evidentiary rulings by Court, Errors in substantive rulings by the Court 
Attorney for Appellant: David J Smethers 
Attorney for Respondent: Lawrence G Wasden 
Appealed by: Kirk Charlson 
Appealed against: State of Idaho 
Notice of Appeal filed: March 31,2014 
Amended Notice of Appeal filed: 
Appellate fee paid: Exempt 
Respondent or Cross-Respondent's request for additional record filed: No 
Respondent or Cross-Respondent's request for additional Reporter's Transcript filed: No 
Was District Court Reporter's Transcript requested? Yes 
If so Name of Reporter: Christine Rhoades 
DEPUTY 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I foregoing is a true correct 
Appeal entered by the court and on file in this office. I further certify that copies of this 
notice were served as follows on this date: October 29 2010 ---=--=-=='-=-'-=-;::_;:c_:'-------
1\1AILED: X 
David J Smethers 
Boise County Public Defender 
1000 S. Roosevelt St. 
Boise, Idaho 83705 
Lawrence G Wasden 
Idaho State Attorney General 
P.O. Box 83720-
Boise, Idaho 83702 -0010 
Molly Huskey 
Idaho State Appellate Public Defender 
P.O Box 83720 
Boise, Idaho 83720-0005 
IDAHO SUPREME COURT 
P.O. Box 83720 
BOISE, 10 83720-0101 
ATTENTION: KAREL LEHRMAN 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I correct 
Appeal entered the court and on file in this office. I :further certify that copies of this 
notice were served as follows on this date: October 29 20 I 0 -----~--------
1\1AILED: 
David J Smethers 
Boise County Public Defender 
1000 S. Roosevelt St. 
Boise, Idaho 83705 
Lawrence G Wasden 
Idaho State Attorney General 
P.O. Box 83720-
Boise, Idaho 83702 -0010 
Molly Huskey 
Idaho State Appellate Public Defender 
P.O Box 83720 
Boise, Idaho 83720-0005 
IDAHO SUPREME COURT 
P.O. Box 83720 
BOISE, ID 83720-0101 
ATTENTION: KAREL LEHRMAN 
the S 
STATE OF IDA.Jf 0, 
Plaintiff-Respondent, 
V, 












JUN 1 6 2014 
ORDER AMENDED NOTICE OF 
APPEAL. 
Supreme Court Docket No. 42201-2014 
Boise County No. 2012-1701 
The Notice of Appeal filed March 31, 2014 in District Court and with this Court 
June 9, 2014 is not in compliance with Idaho Appellate Rule 17 in that the Notice of Appeal was 
served on Kasey Redlich, who did not report the hearing requested; therefore, 
IT HEREBY IS ORDERED that this appeal be, and hereby is SUSPENDED in order 
for Appellant to file an Amended Notice of Appeal in compliance with Idaho Appellate Rule 17, by 
serving the reporting agency of Tucker & Associates. The Amended Notice of Appeal shall be 
filed in the District Court within fourteen ( 14) days from the date of this Order or this appeal will 
proceed on t.ie Clerk's Record only. · 
DATED this //±±:-day of June, 2014. 
cc: Counsel of Record 
District Court Clerk 
District Court Reporter 
~~~~~RE: AM.ENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL-Docket No. 42201-2014 
STATE OF IDA.,Y:O, 
Plaintiff-Respondent, 
V. 





JUN 1 6 2014 
) ORDER RE: AMENDED NOTICE OF 
) APPEAL. 
) 
) Supreme Court Docket No. 42201-2014 
) Boise County No. 2012-1701 
) 
) 
The Notice of Appeal filed March 31, 2014 in District Court and with this Court 
June 9, 2014 is not in compliance with Idaho Appellate Rule 17 in that the Notice of Appeal was 
served on Kasey Redlich, who did not report the hearing requested; therefore, 
IT HEREBY IS ORDERED that this appeal be, and hereby is SUSPENDED in order 
for Appellant to file an Amended Notice of Appeal in compliance with Idaho Appellate Rule 17, by 
serving the reporting agency of Tucker & Associates. The Amended Notice of Appeal shall be 
filed in the District Court within fourteen (14) days from the date of this Order or this appeal will 
proceed on the Clerk's Record only. · 
DATED this //±!; day of June, 2014. 
cc: Counsel of Record 
District Court Clerk 
District Court Reporter 
ORDER RE: AMENDED NOTICE OF -Docket 1-2014 
2083342985 0:48:50 06-16-2014 2 /6 
~--,l-Rt4 
SARA B. THOMAS 
FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
BOIS! OOUNtv, IOAl'IO 
State Appellate Public Defender 
B.#5867 
ERIK R LEHTINEN 
Chief, Appellate Unit 
LS.B. #6247 
3050 N. lake Harbor Lane, Suite 100 
Boise, ID 83703 
(208) 334-2712 
JUN 1
1 7 2014 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR BOISE COUNTY 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) 
Plaintiff-Respondent, ) CASE NO. CR 2012-1701 
) 
V. ) S.C. DOCKET NO. 42201 
) 
KRIK CHARLSON, ) AMENDED 
) NOTICE OF APPEAL 
Defendant-Appellant. ) 
TO: THE ABOVE-NAMED RESPONDENT, STATE OF IDAHO, AND THE 
PARTY'S ATIORNEYS, !AN GEE, BOISE COUNTY PROSECUTING 
A DORNEY, 406 MONTGOMERY STREET, IDAHO CITY, ID, 83631, AND THE 
CLERK OF THE ABOVE-ENTITLED COURT: 
NOTICE JS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: 
1. The above-named appellant appeals against the above-named 
respondent to the Idaho Supreme Court from the Judgment of Conviction Order 
Withholding Judgment and Order of Probation and Commitment entered on the 
18th day of March, 2014, the Honorable Patrick H. Owen, presiding. 
2. That the party has a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and the 
judgments or orders described in paragraph 1 above are appealable orders 
under and pursuant to Idaho Appellate Rule (l.A.R.) 11(c)(1-10). 
AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL - Page 1 
2083342985 0:48: 50 06-16-2014 2 /6 
~~fi~Ati 
SARA B. THOMAS 
FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
BOIS!: OOUN'rY, IDAHO 
State Appellate Public Defender 
LS.B. #5867 
ERIK R. LEHTINEN 
Chief, Appellate Unit 
LS.B. #6247 
3050 N. Lake Harbor Lane, Suite 100 
Boise, ID 83703 
(208) 334-2712 
JUN 17 201~ 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR BOISE COUNTY 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) 
Plaintiff-Respondent, ) CASE NO. CR 2012-1701 
) 
V. ) S.C. DOCKET NO. 42201 
KRIK CHARLSON, ~ AMENDED 
) NOTICE OF APPEAL 
Defendant-Appellant. ) 
TO: THE ABOVE-NAMED RESPONDENT, STATE OF IDAHO, AND THE 
PARTY'S ATTORNEYS, IAN GEE, BOISE COUNTY PROSECUTING 
ATTORNEY, 406 MONTGOMERY STREET, IDAHO CITY, ID, 83631, AND THE 
CLERK OF THE ABOVE-ENTITLED COURT: 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: 
1. The above-named appellant appeals against the above-named 
respondent to the Idaho Supreme Court from the Judgment of Conviction Order 
Withholding Judgment and Order of Probation and Commitment entered on the 
18th day of March, 2014, the Honorable Patrick H. Owen, presiding. 
2. That the party has a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and the 
judgments or orders described in paragraph 1 above are appealable orders 
under and pursuant to Idaho Appellate Rule (l.A.R.) 11 (c)(1-10). 
AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL - Page 1 
2083342985 0:49:08 06-16-2014 
3. A preliminary statement the issues on appeal, which appellant 
to assert in the appeal, provided any such list issues on appeal 
not prevent the appellant from asserting other issues on appeal, is/are: 
a. Did the district court err in failing to grant the appellant's motion to 
suppress resufts of the blood draw? 
b. Did the district err in its evidentiary rulings? 
c. Did the district court err in it substantive rulings? 
4. There is a portion of the record that is sealed. That portion of the record 
that is sealed is the Pre-Sentence Investigation Report (PSI). 
5. Reporter's Transcript. The appellant requests the preparation of the 
entire reporter's standard transcript as defined in I.AR. 25(c). The appellant 
also requests the preparation of the additional portions of the reporter's 
transcript: 
a. Motion to Suppress Evidence Hearing held June 13, 2013 (Court 
Reporter: Kasey Redlich, no estimation of pages was listed on the 
Register of Actions); 
b. Motion te Suppress Evidenee Hearing held July 11, 2013; 
c. Jury Trial held January 2, 2014, to include the voir dire, opening 
statements, closing arguments, jury instruction conferences 1 
reading of the jury instructions, any hearings regarding questions 
from the jury during deliberations, return of the verdict and any 
pol!ing of the iurors (Court Reporter: Kasey Redlich, no estimation 
of pages was fisted on the Register of Actions); and 
AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL - Page 2 
3 /6 
2083342985 :49:08 06-16-2014 
3. A preliminary statement of the issues on appeal, which the appellant 
intends assert in appeal, provided any 
not prevent the appellant from asserting other issues on appeal, is/are: 
a. Did the district court err in failing to grant the appellant's motion to 
suppress results of the blood draw? 
b. Did the district err in its evidentiary rulings? 
c. Did the district court err in it substantive rulings? 
4. There is a portion of the record that is sealed. That portion of the record 
that is sealed is the Pre-Sentence Investigation Report (PSI). 
5. Reporter's Transcript. The appellant requests the preparation of the 
entire reporter's standard transcript as defined in I.AR. 25(c}. The appellant 





Motion to Suppress Evidence Hearing held June 13, 2013 (Court 
Reporter: Kasey Redlich, no estimation of pages was listed on the 
Register of Actions); 
Motion to Suppress Evidence Hearing held July 11, 2013; 
Jury Trial held January 2, 2014, to include the voir dire, opening 
statements, closing arguments, iurv instruction conferences, 
reading of the jury instructions, any hearings regarding questions 
from the jury during deliberations. return of the verdict, and any 
polling of the iurors (Court Reporter: Kasey Redlich. no estimation 
of pages was fisted on the Register of Actions); and 
AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL - Page 2 
3 i6 
2083342985 :49:27 06-16-2014 
Sentencing Hearing held March 13, 2014 (Court Reporter: Tiffany 
Fisher, no estimation of pages was listed on the Register of 
Actions). 
6. Clerk's Record. The appellant requests the standard clerk's record 
pursuant to I.AR. 28(b)(2). The appellant requests the following documents to 
be included in the clerk's record, in addition to those automatically included under 
I.AR. 28(b)(2): 
a. State's Witness and Exhibit List filed May 10, 2014; 
b. Any affidavits, objections, responses, briefs or memorandums. filed 
or lodged, by the state, appellant or the court in support of or in opposition 
to the Motion to Sugpress including, but not limited to, the Memorandum in 
Support of Motion to Suppress Results of Blood Draw filed May 21, 2013. 
State's Objection to Defendant's Motion to Suppress filed June 6, 2014, 
and Closing Argument and Decision in Support of Motion to Suppress 
Blood Draw filed July 8, 2014; 
C. Defendant's Witness and Exhibit List filed September 16, 2013; 
d. All proposed and given jury instructions including, but not limited to, 
the Jury Instructions filed January 2, 2014; 
e. Verdict Form for Operating a Motor Vehicle While Under the 
Influence of Alcohol filed January 2, 2014; 
f. Verdict Form for Failure to Maintain Insurance filed January 2, 
2014;and 
AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL - Page 3 
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2083342985 -:49:27 06-16-2014 
Sentencing Hearing held March 13, 2014 (Court Reporter: Tiffany 
Actions). 
6. Clerk's Record. The appellant requests the standard clerk's record 
pursuant to I.AR 28(b){2). The appellant requests the following documents to 
be included in the clerk's record, in addition to those automatically included under 
I.AR. 28(b)(2): 
a. State's Witness and Exhibit List filed May 10, 2014; 
b. Any affidavits, objections. responses, briefs or memorandums. filed 
or lodged. by the state, appellant or the court in support of or in opposition 
to the Motion to Suppress including, but not limited to. the Memorandum in 
Support of Motion to Suppress Results of Blood Draw filed May 21, 2013. 
State's Objection to Defendant's Motion to Suppress filed June 6, 2014. 
and Closing Argument and Decision in Support of Motion to Suppress 
Blood Draw filed July 8, 2014; 
c. Defendant's Witness and Exhibit List filed September 16, 2013; 
d. All proposed and given jury instructions including, but not limited to, 
the Jury Instructions filed January 2, 2014; 
e. Verdict Form for Operating a Motor Vehicle While Under the 
Influence of Alcohol filed January 2, 2014; 
f. Verdict Form for Failure to Maintain Insurance filed January 2, 
2014;and 
AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL - Page 3 
I 
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g. 
statements, addendums to the PSI or other items offered at sentencing 
hearing. Except that any pictures or depictions of child pornography 
necessary to the appeal need not be sent, but may be sought later by 
motion to the Idaho Supreme Court. 
7. I certify: 
a. That a copy of this Amended Notice of Appeal has been served on 
the Court Reporter, Kasey Redlich, Christine Rhoades and Tiffany 
Fisher; 
b. That the appellant is exempt from paying the estimated fee for the 
preparation of the record because the appellant is indigent. (Idaho 
Code§§ 31-3220, 31-3220A, I.AR. 24(e)); 
c. That there is no appellate filing fee since this is an appeal in a 
criminal case (Idaho Code§§ 31-3220, 31-3220A, I.AR. 23(a)(8)); 
d. That arrangements have been made with Boise County who will be 
responsible for paying for the reporter's transcript, as the client is 
indigent, LC. §§ 31-3220, 31-3220A, I.AR. 24(e); 
e. That service has been made upon all parties required to be served 
pursuant to I.AR 20. 
DATED this 161h day of June, 2014. 
ERiKRLEHi'lNt:N 
Chief, Appellate Unit 
AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL - Page 4 
516 
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g. Any exhibits, including but not limited to letters or victim impact 
statements, addendums to the PSI or other items offered at sentencing 
hearing. Except that any pictures or depictions of child pornography 
necessary to the appeal need not be sent but may be sought later by 
motion to the Idaho Supreme Court. 
7. I certify: 
a. That a copy of this Amended Notice of Appeal has been served on 
the Court Reporter, Kasey Redlich, Christine Rhoades and Tiffany 
Fisher; 
b. That the appellant is exempt from paying the estimated fee for the 
preparation of the record because the appellant is indigent. (Idaho 
Code§§ 31-3220, 31-3220A, I.AR. 24(e)); 
c. That there is no appellate filing fee since this is an appeal in a 
criminal case (Idaho Code§§ 31-3220, 31-3220A, I.AR. 23(a)(8)); 
d. That arrangements have been made with Boise County who will be 
responsible for paying for the reporter's transcript, as the client is 
indigent, LC. §§ 31-3220, 31-3220A, I.AR. 24(e); 
e. That service has been made upon all parties required to be served 
pursuant to I.AR 20. 
DATED this 15th day of June, 2014. 
ERfKRLEHilNEN 
Chief, Appellate Unit 
OF - Page 4 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I CERTIFY I have this 161h day 
correct copy of the .attached AMENDED NOTlCE 
in the United States mail, postage prepaid, addressed to: 
DAVID J SMETHERS 
ATTORNEY AT LAW 
1000 S ROOSEVELT STREET 
BOISE ID 83705 
TIFFANY FISHER 
COURT REPORTER 
TUCKER & ASSOCIATES 
605 W FORT STREET 
BOISE ID 83702 
CHRINE RHOADS 
M&M COURT REPORTING 
421 W FRANKLIN STREET 
BOISE ID 83701 
KASEY REDUCH 
COURT REPORTER 
10403 WEST BUCKTAIL 
BOISE ID 83714 
IAN GEE 
BOISE COUNTYPROSECUTOR 
406 MONTGOMERY STREET 
IDAHO CITY ID 83631 
KENNETH K. JORGENSEN 
DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL 
CRIMINAL DIVISION 
:50:03 06-16-2014 
Hand delivered to Attorney General's mailbox at Supreme Court 
A SANDOVAL 
Ad i · trative Assistant 
ERL/tmf/ns 




and correct copy of attached AMENDED NOTICE 
in the United States mail, postage prepaid, addressed to: 
DAVID J SMETHERS 
ATTORNEY AT LAW 
1000 S ROOSEVELT STREET 
BOISE ID 83705 
TIFFANY FISHER 
COURT REPORTER 
TUCKER & ASSOCIATES 
605 W FORT STREET 
BOISE ID 83702 
CHRINE RHOADS 
M&M COURT REPORTING 
421 W FRANKLJN STREET 
BOISE ID 83701 
KASEY REDLICH 
COURT REPORTER 
10403 WEST BUCKTAIL 
BOISE ID 83714 
IAN GEE 
BOISE COUNTYPROSECUTOR 
406 MONTGOMERY STREET 
IDAHO CITY ID 83631 
KENNETH K. JORGENSEN 
DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL 
CRIMINAL DIVISION 
:50:03 06-16-2014 
Hand delivered to Attorney General's mailbox at Supreme Court 
SANDOVAL 
i · trative Assistant 
ERL/tmf/ns 

















SUPREME COlJRT NO. 42201 
CASE NO CR-2012-1701 
CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS 
I, Mary Prisco, Clerk of the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District of the 
State of Idaho, in and for the County of Boise do hereby certify: 
The following will be submitted as an exhibit to this Record on Appeal: 
(1) EXHIBIT LIST, which contains the exhibits, which were offered or admitted 
into evidence during the trial: 
2/25/2013 
State Exhibit No. 1: Joe MOSl 1327 
State Exhibit No. 2: Forensic Report 





Plaintiff Exhibit No: 1 Photo of beer cooler Admitted 
Plaintiff Exhibit No: 2 Photo of scene Admitted 
Plaintiff Exhibit No: 3 Photo of scene Admitted 
Plaintiff Exhibit No: 4 Photo of scene Admitted 
Plaintiff Exhibit No: 5 Photo of motorcycle Admitted 
Defendant Exhibit No: A Forensic report Admitted 
















SUPREME COURT NO. 42201 
CASE NO CR-2012-1701 
CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS 
I, Mary Prisco, Clerk of the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District of the 
State of Idaho, in and for the County of Boise do hereby certify: 
The following will be submitted as an exhibit to this Record on Appeal: 
(1) EXHIBIT LIST, which contains the exhibits, which were offered or admitted 
into evidence during the trial: 
2/25/2013 
State Exhibit No. 1: Joe MOS 11327 
State Exhibit No. 2: Forensic Report 
State Exhibit No. 3: Joe M0413371 
1/2/2014 





Plaintiff Exhibit No: 2 Photo of scene Admitted 
Plaintiff Exhibit No: 3 Photo of scene Admitted 
Plaintiff Exhibit No: 4 Photo of scene Admitted 
Plaintiff Exhibit No: 5 Photo of motorcycle Admitted 
Defendant Exhibit No: A Forensic report Admitted 




WITNESS \VHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed t11e seal of the 
said Court this 16th day of July 2014. 
on 
WITh'ESS \VHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and 
said Court this 16th day of July 2014. 
13 
t.lie seal of the 
Plaintiff /Respondent, 
vs. 











SUPREME COURT NO. 42201 
CASE NO. CR-2012-1701 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE 
I, Mary Prisco, Clerk of the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District of the 
State of Idaho, in and for the County of Boise, do hereby certify that the foregoing 
Record in this cause was compiled and bound under my direction and is a true, correct, 
and complete Record of the pleadings and documents requested by Appellate Rule 28. 
IN WITN'ESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of 
the said court this 16th day of July 2014. 
Plaintiff /Respondent, 
vs. 











SUPREME COURT NO. 42201 
CASE NO. CR-2012-1701 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE 
I, Mary Prisco, Clerk of the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District of the 
State of Idaho, in and for the County of Boise, do hereby certify that the foregoing 
Record in this cause was compiled and bound under my direction and is a true, correct, 
ai"1.d complete Record of the pleadings and documents requested by Appellate Rule 28. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of 
the said court this 16th day of July 2014. 
IN 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff /Respondent, 
vs. 












SUPREME COURT NO. 42201 
CASE NO. CR-2012-1701 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I, Mary Prisco, Clerk of the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District of the 
State of Idaho, in and for the County of Boise, do hereby certify that I have personally 
served or mailed, by United States Mail, one copy of the CLERK'S RECORD ON 
APPEAL to each of the Attorneys of record in this cause as follows: 
LA \VRENCE G WASDEN 
IDAHO STATE ATTORNEY GENER.AL 
P.O. BOX 83720 
Boise, ID 83720-0010 
Dated <g - ;q- 17 
SARA B THOMAS 
IDAHO STATE APPELLATE 
PUBLIC DEFENDER 
P.O. BOX 83720 
BOISE, ID 83 720-0005 
Mary Prisco 
Clerk of the District Court 
~s~ 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
ST A TE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff /Respondent, 
vs. 












SUPREME COURT NO. 42201 
CASE NO. CR-201 1701 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I, Mary Prisco, Clerk of the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District of the 
State of Idaho, in and for the County of Boise, do hereby certify that I have personally 
served or mailed, by United States Mail, one copy of the CLERK'S RECORD ON 
APPEAL to each of the Attorneys ofrecord in this cause as follows: 
LA VlRENCE G WASDEN 
IDA.RO STATE ATTORNEY GENERAL 
P.O. BOX 83720 
Boise, ID 83720-0010 
Dated <g- /9- 17 
SARA B THOMAS 
IDAHO STATE APPELLATE 
PUBLIC DEFENDER 
P.O. BOX 83720 
BOISE, ID 83720-0005 
Mary Prisco 
Clerk of the District Court 
~s~ 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
